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ABSTRACT
We use the IllustrisTNG (TNG) cosmological simulations to provide theoretical expectations
for the dark matter mass fractions (DMFs) and circular velocity profiles of galaxies. TNG
predicts flat circular velocity curves for z = 0 Milky Way (MW)-like galaxies beyond a
few kpc from the galaxy centre, in better agreement with observational constraints than its
predecessor, Illustris. TNG also predicts an enhancement of the dark matter mass within
the 3D stellar half-mass radius (rhalf ; M200c = 1010 − 1013 M, z ≤ 2) compared to its dark
matter only and Illustris counterparts. This enhancement leads TNG present-day galaxies to
be dominated by dark matter within their inner regions, with fDM(< rhalf)  0.5 at all masses
and with a minimum for MW-mass galaxies. The 1σ scatter is 10 per cent at all apertures,
which is smaller than that inferred by some observational data sets, e.g. 40 per cent from
the SLUGGS survey. TNG agrees with the majority of the observationally inferred values
for elliptical galaxies once a consistent initial mass function is adopted (Chabrier) and the
DMFs are measured within the same apertures. The DMFs measured within rhalf increase
towards lower redshifts: this evolution is dominated by the increase in galaxy size with time.
At z ∼ 2, the DMF in disc-like TNG galaxies decreases with increasing galaxy mass, with
fDM(< rhalf) ∼ 0.10–0.65 for 1010 Mstars/M  1012, and are two times higher than if TNG
galaxies resided in Navarro–Frenk–White dark matter haloes unaffected by baryonic physics.
It remains to be properly assessed whether recent observational estimates of the DMFs at z ∼ 2
rule out the contraction of the dark matter haloes predicted by the TNG model.
Key words: Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics – Galaxy: structure – (cosmology:) dark
matter.
 E-mail: m.r.lovell@durham.ac.uk
†Alfred P. Sloan Fellow.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
It has been known for many years that galaxies contain a substantial
fraction of their mass in non-luminous dark matter in addition to
the visible contributions from stars and gas. The quantity of dark
matter in the Universe at large has been well established, e.g. by
C© 2018 The Author(s)
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cosmic-microwave background experiments (Komatsu et al. 2011;
Planck Collaboration XIII et al. 2016). Hence, the focus of the field
of dark matter astrophysics has now shifted to the more difficult
problem of understanding how dark matter condenses in concert
with the baryonic matter within the high-density environments of
galaxies. The extension of precision science to this regime has been
made possible by the introduction of new models of galaxy forma-
tion, backed up by powerful supercomputing facilities, in order to
make theoretical predictions, and by a range of new observational
techniques that probe the distribution of the various galactic mat-
ter components: microlensing techniques in our own Galaxy (e.g.
Wegg, Gerhard & Portail 2016), Doppler shifts in the spectra of
stellar and gaseous components in other galaxies (e.g. Bekeraite˙
et al. 2016), as well as dynamical modelling based on their satellite
and globular cluster populations (Alabi et al. 2017), as we describe
below.
The development of multislit spectrographs and integral field
units (IFU) has enabled researchers to map the kinematics of galactic
matter components from the inner parts of galaxies (SINS survey;
Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2009) out to many effective radii (e.g. van
Dokkum et al. 2015; SAMI survey: Cecil et al. 2016; CALIFA
survey: Zhu et al. 2018). Recently, the SLUGGS survey (Brodie
et al. 2014) has combined Keck/DEIMOS and Subaru/SuprimeCam
measurements of globular clusters to infer the mass fraction of dark
matter to total within elliptical galaxies in the low-redshift Universe,
out to five effective radii. A wide range of different dark matter
mass fractions (DMFs) within this aperture have been determined,
from ∼0.1 to 0.9 (Alabi et al. 2016, 2017). In fact, the innermost
regions of low-redshift early-type galaxies (ETGs) had been probed
previously by using similar methods with the SAURON and ATLAS3D
surveys (Emsellem et al. 2004; Cappellari et al. 2013a). They have
successfully detected the presence of dark matter even in these
regimes where baryon densities are very high, while at the same
time finding that dark matter plays a very small dynamical role
within one effective radius, with DMFs almost always lower than
20 per cent (Cappellari et al. 2013a).
Further constraints on the total masses of galaxies have been ob-
tained from a series of H I surveys, such as ALFALFA and HIPASS,
which have shown that the relationship between a galaxy’s total
mass and its stellar content is non-trivial (Papastergis et al. 2011;
Bekeraite˙ et al. 2016). Dynamical models applied to optical and
infra-red spectra and photometry have provided a third set of mea-
surements of the dark matter fraction, often in conjunction with
other methods (Thomas et al. 2007; Tortora et al. 2009; Humphrey &
Buote 2010; Toft et al. 2012; Tortora et al. 2012; Beifiori et al. 2014;
Tortora et al. 2014; Tortora, La Barbera & Napolitano 2016a,b; Old-
ham & Auger 2018). Finally, an extra set of constraints have been
obtained from lensing studies, which have the benefit of probing the
3D half-stellar mass rather 2D half-light radii and are therefore eas-
ier to compare to simulations (Koopmans et al. 2006; Tortora et al.
2010; Barnabe` et al. 2011; Jime´nez-Vicente et al. 2015). These
studies report a wide diversity of results concerning the dark matter
content of ETGs in particular, including its amplitude and redshift
evolution. They also predict very different stellar mass contribu-
tions, and this is something that we will explore in our comparison
to observations.
In order to be complete, theories of galaxy formation must accu-
rately predict the dark matter content of all galaxies simultaneously,
including those of different morphologies and at higher redshifts.
Recently, Genzel et al. (2017) have obtained rotation curves of z = 2
star-forming galaxies using SINFONI and KMOS measurements of
rest-frame H α emission. These rotation curves are falling in am-
plitude as a function of radius (Lang et al. 2017), and have dark
matter fractions ∼0.4 dex lower than disc galaxies at z = 0 (e.g.
Courteau & Dutton 2015). That many of these observed galaxies
exhibit behaviours different from the flat rotation curve of local disc
galaxies (Rubin, Ford & Thonnard 1980), including our own (Bovy
& Rix 2013; Iocco, Pato & Bertone 2015), suggests that galactic
structure is rich and diverse, and a challenge for state-of-the-art
theories of galaxy formation: the Magneticum simulations have
already shown promise in tackling these issues effectively (Teklu
et al. 2018). Simultaneously, the inferred dark matter fractions in
our own Galaxy vary in the 0.3−0.6 range according to different
analyses and methodologies (Bovy & Rix 2013; Iocco et al. 2015;
Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016; Wegg et al. 2016, for 6−10 kpc
apertures): such discrepancies are a reminder of how complex ob-
servational analyses and dynamical models can be for the purposes
of determining the matter balance within galaxies.
From a theoretical perspective, the standard paradigm proposes
that galaxies form and evolve in virialized haloes of cold dark matter
(CDM). DM is widely expected to form a collisionless (but see e.g.
Vogelsberger, Zavala & Loeb 2012; Vogelsberger et al. 2014b, for
a discussion of collisional models) perturbed fluid that collapses
under gravity. The evolution of the DM fluid is impossible to predict
analytically due to the highly non-linear nature of the equations at
redshifts below z  50, and is therefore modelled using numerical
simulations, e.g. dark matter only (DMO) cosmological simulations
that treat 100 per cent of the matter in the Universe as collisionless
dark matter.
CDM haloes simulated with DMO numerical models have den-
sity profiles that are cuspy rather than cored in their centres, and
are well described by the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW; Navarro,
Frenk & White 1996, 1997) or Einasto (Einasto 1965) density pro-
files. For example, the NFW profile corresponds to a dark matter
circular velocity curve that rises within the inner 15 kpc of those
haloes sufficiently massive (>108 M, Benson et al. 2002) to form
galaxies, and in this mass range is distributed in a smooth component
rather than in lumpy subhaloes (Springel et al. 2008a; Vogelsberger
et al. 2009). This increase in amplitude of the DM circular velocity
curve explains the flatness of observed galaxy rotation curves: the
centripetal acceleration due to dark matter increases at the same
rate as the acceleration due to the stellar component of the galaxy,
which is much more concentrated than the dark matter, decreases.
Recent advances in galaxy formation models and the availabil-
ity of computing power have enabled astronomers to go beyond
the DMO approach, by including gas physics and many com-
plex astrophysics processes in simulations of structure formation
(e.g. Springel & Hernquist 2003; Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist
2005; Crain et al. 2010; Schaye et al. 2010; Hopkins et al. 2014;
Vogelsberger et al. 2014c; Schaye et al. 2015; Somerville & Dave´
2015; Wang et al. 2015b; Beck et al. 2016; Hopkins et al. 2018).
In addition to solving for the hydrodynamical properties of the gas,
galaxy formation simulations apply subgrid models to predict the
formation of stars, the growth of black holes, and the energy injec-
tion from supernova explosions and active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
to star-forming and intra-cluster gas. Simulation efforts such as the
EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015), Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014c),
HorizonAGN (Dubois et al. 2014; Kaviraj et al. 2017) and Mag-
neticum (Steinborn et al. 2015) projects have enjoyed success in
matching e.g. the observed galaxy luminosity function across cos-
mic times together with a plethora of other stellar- and gas-related
galaxy properties: they are therefore able to make credible predic-
tions for the effects of galaxy formation processes on the distribution
of DM.
One weakness of these numerical experiments lies in the need
for subgrid prescriptions, as they cannot be directly derived from
MNRAS 481, 1950–1975 (2018)
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models of e.g. individual star formation ab initio and must therefore
be constructed from a range of assumptions. The expense involved
in running simulations with sufficient resolution and volume also
introduces challenges for accurately calibrating the models against
observations. Therefore, the ensemble of the adopted construction
hypotheses can lead to rather different expectations across different
simulation codes and galaxy formation models in relation to e.g.
structural galaxy properties such as the circular velocity profiles of
galaxies (Scannapieco et al. 2012) or the gas mass content within
haloes (see e.g. Pillepich et al. 2018b for a discussion). For exam-
ple, simulations like EAGLE (Schaller et al. 2015), NIHAO (Wang
et al. 2015b), Auriga (Grand et al. 2017), and Magneticum (Teklu
et al. 2018) predict Milky Way-analogue (MW-analogue) circular
velocity curves that are flat outside a few kpc from the centre and
in qualitatively good agreement with observations, whereas Illustris
(Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a) instead predicts cir-
cular velocity curves that are rising below ∼15 kpc and the FIRE-2
project galaxies (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017) have circular veloc-
ity curves that instead slightly decrease in amplitude in the same
radius range.
In this study we consider a new set of simulations that are part
of the IllustrisTNG project (Marinacci et al. 2017; Naiman et al.
2018; Nelson et al. 2018a; Pillepich et al. 2018b; Springel et al.
2018). IllustrisTNG builds upon the technical and scientific achieve-
ments of its predecessor, the Illustris simulation (Genel et al. 2014;
Vogelsberger et al. 2014a,c; Sijacki et al. 2015). It both upgrades the
scope of Illustris as well as introduces new physics, of which a BH-
driven wind and cosmological magnetic fields are prime examples.
We use the IllustrisTNG simulations to predict the mass fraction of
dark matter within galaxies, as an emergent feature of an effective
model that has been tailored to reproduce basic galaxy population
statistics [see Weinberger et al. (2017) and Pillepich et al. (2018a)
for an overview and Section 2]. We take advantage of the large dy-
namic range of galaxies produced in the IllustrisTNG simulations,
from brightest cluster galaxies to massive dwarfs – a successful
model of galaxy formation should predict accurately as many of the
available observables at all mass scales simultaneously as possible.
In particular, we measure the matter distributions in spherical sym-
metry, circular velocity profiles, the dark matter fraction profiles,
and their values within fixed galactocentric distances, for a first-
order comparison to the estimates inferred from observations. We
build an understanding about the underlying effects by comparing
the matter distribution within IllustrisTNG haloes to those obtained
in their DMO, gravity only, counterparts and, when possible and
relevant, to those modelled in Illustris.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a sum-
mary of the simulations used in this work. Along with the method
for identifying dark matter haloes and the properties of their galax-
ies, we present our definitions, galaxy samples, and observables in
Section 3. Our results, which entail a quantification of the matter dis-
tribution within simulated haloes, comparisons between simulation
approaches, and effects of baryonic physics on to the phase-space
properties of dark matter, are given in Section 4 along with a dis-
cussion in the context of galaxy formation theory. We discuss these
results in comparisons to observations in Section 5, and we draw
conclusions in Section 6.
2 G A L A X Y F O R M AT I O N MO D E L A N D
SIMULATION S
We make predictions for the properties of galaxies by using the
IllustrisTNG model (hereafter TNG for brevity), which is fully
described in Weinberger et al. (2017) and Pillepich et al. (2018a) and
is optimized to simulate galaxy populations in large cosmological
volumes. The TNG model features gas cooling, star formation,
stellar evolution and enrichment, galactic winds (Pillepich et al.
2018a), feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGNs; Weinberger
et al. 2017), and magnetic fields (Pakmor, Bauer & Springel 2011).
It is an upgrade of the Illustris model (Vogelsberger et al. 2013;
Torrey et al. 2015), and was designed to mitigate the shortcomings
of the Illustris simulation (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al.
2014c; Sijacki et al. 2015), whilst gaining insights into how the
required changes to the subgrid implementation reflect how the
underlying physical processes are different to what was assumed
when developing the previous model as summarized in section 6 of
Nelson et al. (2015).
The IllustrisTNG model is implemented in the eponymous Il-
lustrisTNG simulation project.1 The suite comprises two cur-
rently completed main simulations, dubbed TNG100 and TNG300
(Marinacci et al. 2017; Nelson et al. 2018a; Pillepich et al. 2018b;
Springel et al. 2018; Naiman et al. 2018). They both use the hy-
drodynamical code AREPO (Springel 2010) in its galaxy formation
mode, as did Illustris. TNG100 is a cosmological box of side length
75 h−1Mpc ≈ 100 Mpc, and is a direct counterpart to the origi-
nal Illustris simulation. It has the same initial number of resolution
elements, 2 × 18203, and the same softening lengths for the star par-
ticles, although the dark matter softening lengths have been halved
in size for TNG relative to Illustris at z = 0 and evolve differently
for 0 < z < 1. However, the linear matter power spectrum and cos-
mological parameters applied are those of the Planck cosmology
(Planck Collaboration XVI et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration XIII
et al. 2016) rather than the WMAP-7 cosmology (Komatsu et al.
2011) used in Illustris. The TNG300 simulation comprises a volume
over 20 times that of TNG100 (side length of 205 h−1Mpc ≈ 300
Mpc, and 2 × 25003 resolution elements) but performed at a factor
of 8 (2) lower mass (spatial) resolution. It therefore offers excellent
statistics on clusters of galaxies, and we also use it as a way to
assess resolution convergence.
All TNG simulations were performed with the same galaxy for-
mation model and, crucially, the same values of the model parame-
ters but for the particle softening lengths and the black hole kernel-
weighted neighbour number (see Pillepich et al. 2018a). Unlike the
TNG100 case, there are no Illustris counterparts to the TNG300
run.
All TNG runs are paired with a DMO counterpart with the same
initial condition phases and in which all of the matter is treated
as cold, collisionless dark matter particles. These are labelled as
e.g. TNG100-DM and TNG300-DM. Note that TNG100-DM is
identical to Illustris-Dark but for the change in cosmology and the
z < 1 softening lengths. We summarize the important statistics of
the simulations featuring in this paper in Table 1.
The TNG model and simulations have been designed with the
goal of reproducing simulated galaxy and halo populations in rea-
sonable agreement with the observed ones, namely: the global star
formation rate density evolution, the z = 0 stellar mass–halo mass
(SMHM) relation, the z = 0 galaxy stellar mass function, the z = 0
BH mass versus galaxy stellar mass relation, the average z = 0
gas fraction within the virial radius as a function of halo mass,
and the average z = 0 galaxy sizes, all of which are collectively
discussed in comparison to the Illustris results by Pillepich et al.
(2018a) on a series of smaller test simulated volumes. In fact, the
1www.tng-project.org
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Table 1. Table of the simulation properties used in this work. These include the size of the cubic periodic volume, the
number of dark matter particles, which is also equal to the number of initial gas cells; the dark matter particle mass
mDM; the dark matter softening length, which is physical for z ≤ 1, comoving for z > 1, and equals the gravitational
softening of the stellar particles for TNG (but not Illustris, in which the stellar particle softening is half that of the dark
matter particles at z = 0 and evolves differently for 0 < z < 1); the cosmology and the galaxy formation model. See
http://www.tng-project.org/ and references therein for a full list of simulation parameters.
Name Box length #DM mDM DM Cosmology Galaxy model
(Mpc) elements (M) (kpc)
TNG100 106.5 18203 7.5 × 106 0.74 Planck IllustrisTNG
TNG100-DM 106.5 18203 8.9 × 106 0.74 Planck DMO
TNG300 302.6 25003 5.9 × 107 1.48 Planck IllustrisTNG
TNG300-DM 302.6 25003 7.0 × 107 1.48 Planck DMO
Illustris 106.5 18203 7.5 × 106 1.42 WMAP7 Illustris
Illustris-Dark 106.5 18203 8.9 × 106 1.42 WMAP7 DMO
TNG100 and TNG300 outcome is broadly consistent with a se-
ries of observations, including the galaxy stellar mass functions at
low redshifts (Pillepich et al. 2018b), the large-scale spatial clus-
tering of galaxies (Springel et al. 2018), the low-metallicity spread
of stellar Europium in MW-like galaxies (Naiman et al. 2018), the
metallicity content of the intra-cluster medium (Vogelsberger et al.
2018), and the gas-phase oxygen abundance and distribution within
(Torrey et al. 2017) and around galaxies (Nelson et al. 2018b).
Careful quantitative comparisons to observed data have shown that
TNG galaxies reproduce to an excellent degree of agreement the
galaxy colour bimodality observed in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(Nelson et al. 2018a) and the average trends, evolution, and scatter
of the galaxy size–mass relation at z  2 (Genel et al. 2018). These
model validations support the usage of the TNG galaxy population
as a plausible synthetic data set, with which to further assess how
the different matter components balance each other within the inner
regions of haloes where galaxies reside.
3 M ETHOD S AND SAMPLE SELECTION
In this section, we describe our halo/galaxy selections, our choice of
observables and how we calculate these observables in the context
of simulations in comparison to that done in observations.
3.1 Matching algorithm
In order to assess the precise effect of the baryonic physics model
on the halo with respect to previous models – such as DMO and
the original Illustris simulations – we apply matching algorithms to
identify pairs of analogue haloes across simulations. Objects that
originated from the same Lagrangian patch of the initial conditions
may be considered ‘analogues’, i.e. the ‘same’ halo. We proceed in
two complementary ways, since some data sets have only one type of
matching catalogue available: (1) we determine DMO counterparts
to TNG haloes by using a method based on the IDs of the halo
member particles, where two counterpart haloes that contain most of
each others’ particles are considered a match; and (2) we determine
Illustris counterparts to TNG haloes using the Lagrangian region
matching algorithm of Lovell et al. (2014), the latter of which we
summarize below.
We define our ‘haloes’ as a self-bound collection of dark mat-
ter particles, as identified by SUBFIND (see Section 3.2 for further
details). The initial conditions for a Lagrangian patch of each halo
is determined using the dark matter particles that the halo has at
the snapshot at which it achieves its maximum mass (but see below
for other snapshot choices), and the continuous nature of the matter
distribution is achieved by modelling each particle as a spherical
shell of radius equal to the interparticle separation. The Lagrangian
patch is then compared to the patches of haloes in the companion
simulation by means of their density distributions and gravitational
potentials to obtain a quality-of-match statistic, R, that has the value
1 for a perfect match and <1 otherwise; see equation (6) and the
accompanying discussion of Lovell et al. (2014) for a comprehen-
sive presentation. The companion simulation halo with the highest
value of R is then considered the ‘match’. We have found that the
highest quality match typically has a value R > 0.95 and the second
highest (and therefore not a match) R < 0.5.
This procedure is computationally expensive; therefore, we take
the following steps to make the algorithm more efficient. For haloes
with more than 1000 particles, we select a maximum of 1000 par-
ticles at random to describe the Lagrangian patch and increase the
effective shell radius to match the new, higher effective interparticle
separation of the sample. We attempt to match pairs of haloes that
are within a factor of 2 in mass and whose Lagrangian patch centres
of mass are within 2.5 Mpc (12.5 Mpc) of each other for haloes of
mass <1012 M (≥1012 M). Finally, we note that our algorithm
may be compromised if a merger is ongoing in one simulation and
not in the second, including at the maximum mass snapshot, due to
the manner in which SUBFIND identifies haloes. We therefore miti-
gate this problem by repeating the process with particles taken from
the half-maximum mass snapshot; whichever snapshot returns the
higher value of R then determines the matched halo.
This method enables us to match between multiple classes of
virialized objects and between any two simulations that use the
same initial conditions volume. In this study it is used to identify
Illustris counterparts to TNG100 central haloes; in future papers
it will be employed to match satellite galaxies, to match galaxies
between resolutions, and also between different models.
3.2 Galaxy selection and halo mass
Haloes and subhaloes are identified using the SUBFIND subhalo
finder code (Springel et al. 2001). Isolated haloes are detected
by means of a geometric friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm, and
are then separated out into self-bound haloes and subhaloes us-
ing a gravitational unbinding procedure. The central halo is the
largest self-bound structure within the parent FoF halo, the smaller
structures are identified as subhaloes. By association, the baryonic
galaxy hosted by the central halo is considered the ‘central galaxy’,
MNRAS 481, 1950–1975 (2018)
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Figure 1. The ratio of hydro-to-DM-only M200c for TNG100 haloes
matched to TNG100-DM counterparts (blue data), Illustris-1 to Illustris-
1-Dark (red data), and likewise for TNG300 haloes (orange). The shaded
regions enclose 68 per cent of the data. The bin centres are taken to be the
median M200c,DMO of the set of binned galaxies.
and those galaxies hosted within subhaloes are labelled satellite
galaxies.
In this paper, we consider only central galaxies. We classify our
galaxies primarily by means of the total mass of their host halo:
throughout, we use M200c, which is the total mass enclosed within
the radius that encompasses a mean density 200 times that of the
critical density of the Universe. In our analysis, we focus on the halo
mass range M200c = 1010 − 1015 M, with the TNG300 volume
providing the statistics needed to study haloes above 1014 M, and
hence, the massive galaxies at their centres.
The values of M200c are not insensitive to the adopted galaxy
physics model. This may be surprising, given that the total halo mass
extends to much larger galactocentric distances than the baryonic
material where physical mechanisms other than gravity dominate.
Nevertheless, this has been already demonstrated in a number of
studies across models (Vogelsberger et al. 2014a; Schaller et al.
2015; Chua et al. 2017). We further quantify this assertion in the
TNG simulations by comparing the value of M200c for each of our
galaxies to their counterparts in the DMO simulation run of the
same volume. The halo-by-halo matching is performed with the
algorithm introduced in Section 3.1. We compute the ratio of the
two M200c values – the hydrodynamical or full-physics run to the
DMO run – and plot median results and 1σ regions as a function of
the DMO M200c,DMO in Fig. 1; we include haloes from the TNG100
(blue), TNG300 (orange), and Illustris-1 (red) runs.
In both the Illustris and TNG models, there is a significant de-
viation from the assumption that M200c is unaffected by hydrody-
namical/galaxy physics processes. Halo masses> 1012 M are sup-
pressed in both models, by a median of up to 15 per cent in TNG100
and 23 per cent in Illustris-1. In Illustris, it is the most massive haloes
in the sample that experience the strongest suppression, whereas in
TNG the decrease is strongest at 3 × 1012 M before returning al-
most to equality with DMO at the highest masses. The TNG300
run shows little change in halo mass with the inclusion of baryon
physics for M200c > 1014 M, and if anything M200c values that are
a few per cent higher in the full physics run. The TNG300 run shows
the same behaviour as TNG100 within 5 per cent in the overlapping
mass range, confirming good convergence in this observable. Below
1012 M, the Illustris and TNG models behave differently, with the
masses of 1011 M Illustris haloes being higher compared to the
DMO expectation rather than suppressed as in TNG. In this regard,
the TNG100 simulation produces similar results to the EAGLE and
APOSTLE projects (Schaye et al. 2015; Fattahi et al. 2016; Sawala
et al. 2016) in which the halo mass is progressively suppressed for
lower mass haloes. However, those models predict a gradual rise
in the ratio value, from ∼0.7 at 1010 to 1.0 at 5 × 1013 M rather
than an abrupt increase to almost unity at 8 × 1012 M followed
by a trough; the measurement of this ratio is therefore an interest-
ing tool to understand the behaviour of different feedback models.
Similar results from the TNG simulations have been shown already
by Springel et al. (2018), although we adopt a different method to
‘match’ haloes across simulations. Fig. 1 simultaneously verifies
the functioning of our matching algorithm and confirms the quan-
titative findings of Springel et al. (2018), namely that the value of
M200c rarely changes by more than 30 per cent relative to the DMO
expectation with a magnitude that may vary across models.
3.3 3D galaxy sizes, stellar masses, and morphologies
Galaxies are further characterized by their size, stellar mass, and
morphology.
A careful study of galaxy sizes in the TNG simulations has been
performed in Genel et al. (2018); here, we present a summary of
the methods and results relevant for this paper. We parametrize our
sizes using the 3D stellar half-mass radius, rhalf ,2 defined as the
radius that encloses half of the bound stellar mass of the galaxy
as determined by the SUBFIND algorithm. Strictly speaking, a true
half-light radius requires that we compute the light profile in some
photometry band and take account of the difference between 2D
projected and 3D de-projected radii; the differences between 3D
stellar mass sizes and 2D stellar light sizes can be found in Genel
et al. (2018), with the former being up to 1.6 times larger than the
latter and the two being equivalent for galaxies with stellar mass
larger than about 1010.5 M.
The stellar half-mass radius also gives us a way to define the
stellar masses of galaxies. The bound stellar mass as found by SUB-
FIND does not have a good observational comparison, and therefore
another method should be identified, particularly for brightest clus-
ter galaxies (BCGs) in which it can be difficult to determine where
the galaxy ends and the intra-cluster light begins (see e.g. Pillepich
et al. 2018b). Throughout, we therefore adopt our stellar masses to
be the mass in star particles enclosed within 2 × rhalf , and label this
mass M∗. The relationship between stellar mass and halo mass is by
design close but not identical to the expectations of the empirical
models of Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy (2013) and Moster, Naab
& White (2013); it is available as fig. 11 of Pillepich et al. (2018b).
As shown in Genel et al. (2018) and Pillepich et al. (2018a), TNG
and Illustris make similar predictions for the sizes of galaxies with
stellar masses above 1011 M, the median expectation increasing
from 10 kpc at 1011 M to ∼22 kpc at 6 × 1011 M. However, the
models diverge substantially at lower stellar masses, with Illustris
galaxies being consistently twice the size of their TNG counterparts
2We always use this symbol to refer to the 3D stellar half-mass radius, and
never for the 2D projected version. Note that even though the half-light
radius is a projected quantity, the mass enclosed within it is not unless stated
otherwise.
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at fixed stellar mass for M∗ < 1010 M3 and TNG galaxies being in
much better agreement with observational constraints (Genel et al.
2018). This result will be crucial when we consider the dark matter
fractions within galaxies.
One of the possible observational methods to separate galaxies
by morphology consists in fitting light profiles. Here, we instead
take advantage of the correlation between morphological type and
the galaxy kinematics to divide our sample into disc-dominated and
bulge-dominated galaxies. The kinematics are described by the cir-
cularity distributions (Scannapieco et al. 2012) and are calculated
for the TNG simulations following equation (1) of Marinacci, Pak-
mor & Springel (2014) and using all of the star particles within 10
stellar half-mass radii. Star particles rotating in the same sense as
the galaxy as a whole have a circularity of 1, those rotating in the op-
posite sense score-1, and other bound orbits an intermediate value.
We define our bulge/early-type component as the total stellar mass
that exists below 0 multiplied by two (assuming a symmetric dis-
tribution of bulge particle orbits) and the disc/late-type component
as the total stellar mass minus the bulge mass. We label a galaxy as
bulge dominated if more than 50 per cent of the mass is in the bulge
component, and otherwise as disc dominated; note that we always
label our galaxies based on the circularities calculated within two
half-stellar mass radii for TNG galaxies.4
3.4 Observables: matter profiles, circular velocity curves,
dark matter concentrations, and dark matter fractions
Having made our galaxy selection, our primary goal is to measure
their mass distributions as a function of galactocentric distance and
compare these to observational constraints. We quantify the mass
enclosed profiles within galaxies by matter component (stars, gas,
dark matter, and the sum of all three – denoted as ‘DM+b’). The
profiles are measured in linear bins from a minimum galactocentric
distance of 0 kpc to 10 per cent of the virial radius (R200c). Such an
outer boundary corresponds to about five times the stellar half-mass
radius for the majority of the analysed galaxies, placing our focus
at the centre of the dark matter haloes.
We mimic the observed galaxy rotation curves by measuring
the circular velocity curve for our simulated galaxies, Vnc(r). The
latter is defined as the velocity of a test particle due to its centripetal
acceleration at a distance r from the centre of the matter distribution
of enclosed mass M(<r), and is given by the equation:
Vc(< r) =
√
GM(< r)
r
, (1)
where G is the universal gravitational constant. This is the velocity
that the test particle would have if moving in a circular orbit, and
should therefore be a good approximation for the net rotation of
disc galaxies. This quantity is simple to calculate using simulation
data, can be measured for any galaxy type and separately for the
dark matter (labelled DM), the two baryonic components (gas and
stars) and the three components combined (DM+b). However, the
theoretical circular velocity curve is not strictly the same as the
rotation curves probed observationally.
3The difference between the galaxy radii in Illustris and TNG is highly
non-trivial: see Pillepich et al. (2018a) for a discussion on this topic.
4For Illustris, we use 10 half-stellar mass radii, as the 2 half-stellar mass
radii measurements are not available. The choice of 10 radii in the older
simulation follows from the work of Romanowsky & Fall (2012).
We use Vnmax to denote the peak of the circular velocity curve:
in DMO frameworks, this is often considered a proxy for the total
halo mass. rnmax is the radius at which Vnmax occurs. Both quantities
can be identified for the total mass curve or by component. At fixed
Vnmax, smaller rnmax values imply higher galaxy or halo concentra-
tions. As a simple measure for the dark matter halo concentration,
we will use the ratio from equation (6) of Springel et al. (2008a),
namely δV∝ (Vnmax / rnmax)2, where all quantities are to be intended
for the dark matter component alone.
Finally, we extract from the simulated galaxies the DMF profiles
(fDM(< r)), i.e. the profiles of the ratio between dark matter en-
closed mass and total mass, and tabulate for every selected galaxy
the DMFs within specific fixed apertures: e.g. five physical kpc, one
times the stellar half-mass radius and five times the stellar half-mass
radius. This is done in analogy to that done in observations e.g. one
stellar mass radius for Cappellari et al. (2013a) and five radii for
Alabi et al. (2017) and to probe both the innermost galaxy regions
and their outskirts.
4 R ESULTS
4.1 Matter distribution within z = 0 TNG galaxies
4.1.1 Matter component profiles
We begin our presentation of the results with a detailed dis-
cussion of the matter distribution in a sample of haloes that
span the available halo mass range. We generate four sub-
samples of haloes, each of which is centred on a halo mass,
M200c(sample) = 1 × 1011, 1 × 1012, 1 × 1013, 1 × 1014 M, and
consists of the 20 haloes closest in mass to each sample
mass, in the fashion M200c(1) < M200c(2) < ... < M200c(10) <
M200c(sample) < M200c(11) < ... < M200c(20). The 1 × 1014 M
sample is drawn from the TNG300 simulation and the other three
from TNG100.
Fig. 2 quantifies the spherically-symmetric distribution of all
matter components both separately (gas, stars, dark matter) and
combined (DM+b) within our four samples of galaxies, via the cir-
cular velocity curves (left-hand panels), the enclosed mass profiles
(middle) and the DMF profiles (right). As outlined in the previous
section, we focus on profiles within 10 per cent of the virial radius
(whose averages are indicated in the insets), which corresponds to
about five times the 3D stellar half-mass radius (rhalf ) of the galaxies
(whose averages are denoted by vertical dashed lines in each panel).
In this subsection, we limit the analysis to z = 0 haloes.
At all halo masses ≥1012 M, the gas component is a subdom-
inant contribution to the total mass within many multiples of rhalf ,
yet it exhibits the largest relative galaxy-to-galaxy variations and
matches the stellar mass contribution only in haloes of ∼1011 M.
Apart from the gaseous component, the circular velocity profiles
vary with halo mass. The 1011 M haloes have rising (DM+b) pro-
files within rhalf , as do the much more massive 1014 M haloes
to a lesser degree. The intermediate mass haloes exhibit a vari-
ety of different DM+b circular velocity curves within fractions of
the rhalf , all of which are flat between 5 kpc and the remainder
of the visible galaxy (20–30 kpc): this is due to the larger pro-
portion of mass in stars within rhalf as shown explicitly in the
dark matter fraction curves. Many also show sharp peaks within
5 kpc. These peaks – where we define a peaked galaxy generously
(see Section 5.3 for an alternative, observation-specific discussion
of a peak) as a galaxy in which the circular velocity at 5 kpc is
higher than that at 10 kpc based on the apparent peaks in Fig. 3 –
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Figure 2. z = 0 circular velocity profiles for a sample of TNG central galaxies (left-hand panels), the corresponding enclosed mass profiles (central panels) and
dark matter fraction profiles (right-hand panels). Each row corresponds to a different host halo mass, starting from top: M200c = 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014 M.
Twenty individual haloes are shown with thin curves, and their median profile is shown with a thick curve. The average value of rhalf is shown as a vertical
dotted line. The 1014 M galaxies are drawn from the TNG300 simulation, and the other three sets from TNG100. Colours correspond to different mass
components, and are given in the panel legends.
occur for both rotation- and dispersion-dominated galaxies as de-
fined above using the circularity measurements, at least for galaxies
with stellar mass > 109 M, although more careful work, espe-
cially with regard to the definition of a peak, will be required in the
future.
From the right-hand columns, it is clear that at all masses, TNG
galaxies are dark matter dominated, i.e. fDM(< rhalf) 0.5 at the me-
dian rhalf . The lowest fractions at the half-stellar mass radius occur
for galaxies in 1012 M haloes, where the star formation efficiency
is highest. The 1011 M mass bin shows evidence for the effect
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Figure 3. z = 0 circular velocity profiles for the total (top row), dark mat-
ter (middle row), and stellar (bottom row) components of a sample of 20
TNG100 central galaxies with halo mass of about 1012 M (blue curves),
plus their matched Illustris counterparts (red). In the top two panels, we
include the matched TNG100-DM counterparts (black). We also include the
DMO counterparts of the plotted Illustris galaxies, namely Illustris-Dark
analogues (in grey) to the red curves (middle panel only). The differences
between the DMO sets (black versus grey) arise from two factors: TNG100(-
DM) and Illustris(-Dark) are performed with different cosmological param-
eters and the effective median mass of the analogue samples are slightly
shifted according to the findings of Fig. 1. Finally, we include the average
dark matter profile expected from adiabatic contraction (Blumenthal et al.
1986; Gnedin et al. 2004) for TNG100 (Illustris) as a thick dashed light blue
(pink) line in the middle panel.
of limited resolution; it also predicts average DMFs that are only
mildly dependent on galactocentric distance, with average DMFs
in the range of 0.75–0.87 in comparison to DMFs as low as 10–
20 per cent in the centres of the most massive haloes (∼1013−14 M)
and rising to about 90 per cent outwards of ∼50−100kpc; all haloes
in this sample with M200c > 1012 M show monotonically increas-
ing DMFs.
We conclude that TNG achieves a balance between the dark
matter and baryonic distributions that corresponds to flat rotation
curves, and does so across a wide range of host halo masses. At the
same time, it also generates a diverse set of matter distributions at
fixed halo mass. We will explore whether the individual subcom-
ponents have the right distribution, as parametrized by the DMF, in
Section 5.
4.1.2 The case of 1012 M haloes
We expand on the matter distributions and the balance across com-
ponents by focusing on z = 0 MW-mass haloes in Fig. 3, in which
we also compare the TNG results to those from a model that assumes
different baryon physics, namely Illustris. From top to bottom, we
give the circular velocity curves of the 20 TNG100 1012 M haloes
from Fig. 2 (left-hand column, second panel from the top) for the
total matter (DM+b, top), dark matter (middle) and stars (bottom);
we neglect the gas component as Fig. 3 demonstrates it to be sub-
dominant. For each TNG100 halo, we identify its counterpart in the
DMO run (TNG100-DM, black curves) and in Illustris (red curves),
using the matching algorithms detailed in Section 3.1. For the Illus-
tris analogue galaxies, we also show in the middle panel their own
DMO counterparts, from the Illustris-Dark run, in grey.
At this halo mass, the models return different matter distributions,
as partially anticipated in Fig. 1. Generally, the TNG100 full-physics
total profiles are more concentrated than the DMO profiles, because
of the contribution of baryonic material in the centres of the haloes
(blue versus black curves in the top panel). Moreover, all 20 of
the Illustris galaxies show a rising total circular velocity curve in
the region [3–10] kpc, whereas the TNG100 galaxies on average
exhibit flat curves in the same radial regime (top panel). This is due
to a greater density of stars in TNG galaxies within 5 kpc (bottom
panel) – the average TNG100 rhalf being half that of Illustris. Note
that at fixed 1012 M halo mass, TNG galaxies have none the less
lower galaxy stellar masses than Illustris galaxies (see e.g. fig. 11
of Pillepich et al. 2018b), but here in our matched halo sample the
Illustris analogue galaxies reside in haloes with masses on average
lower than 1012 M, because of the effects quantified in Fig. 1. All
types of galaxies are shown in Fig. 3, but the stellar velocity curves
of TNG galaxies in the bottom panel would be on average less
peaked within a few kpc if we were to select only disc-dominated
objects.
The dark matter mass within the whole radial range is also higher
in TNG100 haloes than in their DMO and Illustris counterparts
(middle panel): namely, the TNG galaxy physics model produces a
contraction – the drawing in from larger radii to smaller radii – of
the dark matter in the presence of baryonic physics and material. We
have calculated the dark matter profile that would be expected for
each of our TNG100 sample galaxies given adiabatic contraction
(Blumenthal et al. 1986; Gnedin et al. 2004) and plot the median
as the dashed light-blue curve. This model does a good job at
predicting the hydrodynamical result between 5 and 10 kpc, and is
an underprediction of less than 10 per cent at larger radii. Adiabatic
contraction is therefore a reasonable cause of the change in the
TNG100 dark matter profile.
The dark matter contraction produced in the Illustris model is
somewhat different. First, it should be noted that the TNG and
Illustris DMO sets (black versus grey) are different for two reasons:
the TNG100(-DM) and Illustris(-Dark) runs are performed with
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different cosmological parameters; moreover, the effective median
mass of the analogue DMO samples are slightly shifted according to
the findings of Fig. 1. By comparing the Illustris haloes (red curves)
to their Illustris-Dark analogues (grey curves), it can be seen that
Illustris dark matter haloes are slightly expanded within∼8 kpc – i.e.
dark matter has been moved to larger radii – but contracted beyond
the same radius in comparison to their DMO counterparts, although
to a lesser degree than in TNG. The different behaviour of this model
is replicated in the Illustris adiabatic contraction model (dashed
pink curve), which consistently overpredicts the measured Illustris
dark matter circular velocity profile. At face value, this result is at
odds with the findings by Dutton et al. (2016), according to whom
haloes in which star formation is more efficient exhibit higher levels
of contraction rather expansion. In fact, this statement does not
hold across different models, as Illustris galaxies are more efficient
than TNG100’s at producing stars and yet exhibit a smaller degree
of contraction within the corresponding stellar half-mass radii. At
radii larger than the baryonic galaxy, the agreement with Dutton
et al. (2016) improves (see Section 4.1.4). It is therefore apparent
that careful future work will be required to tease out the physical
processes that set the dark matter profile, and how these lead to
differences between simulations across all relevant galactocentric
distances.
4.1.3 The flatness of TNG circular profiles
Having examined the specific case of a subsample of 1012 M
haloes and qualitatively seen that TNG intermediate mass haloes
have flatter or falling rather than rising circular velocity curves
around their 3D stellar half-mass radius, we extend the analysis
to our entire selection of galaxies in the M200c = [1010, 1014] M
range, where the halo mass is that of the DMO counterpart. We
compute the change in the mass profile between two radii (Fig. 4), in
order to quantify to what level different models predict flat circular
velocity curves across our mass range.
We consider the ratio in enclosed mass between two fixed aper-
tures: 5 and 15 kpc. The fixed aperture approach has the advantage
that it is independent of any definition of galaxy sizes, but the
disadvantage that it identifies different galaxy regions at different
masses. Nevertheless, this aperture range is relevant for many dif-
ferent observations: for MW-mass objects, the 5−15 kpc apertures
bracket the position of the Sun, and for all 1012−13 M haloes,
it encompasses the average 3D stellar half-mass radius. For more
massive objects, the 5−15 kpc galactocentric range is well inside
the average 3D stellar half-mass radius, where baryonic effects on
the underlying dark matter – if any – are expected to be more rel-
evant; for less massive objects, the range probes the outskirts of
galaxies.
The aperture mass ratio results are shown in Fig. 4 for TNG100
(blue), TNG300 (orange), Illustris (red), TNG100-DM (black) and
TNG300-DM (grey) haloes, and for the total (DM+b) mass. The
mass enclosed ratios would equate to the value ∼0.34 (horizontal
dotted line) if the circular velocity curves (and, for disc galaxies,
rotation curves) were perfectly flat across the probed 5−15 kpc
radial range. Hence, enclosed mass ratios lower (higher) than the
dotted curve denote rising (falling) circular velocity profiles with
galactocentric distance. On the right-hand y-axis, we also indicate
what mass ratios are to be expected assuming a total mass density
profile with average power-law slope α across the probed radial
range: a flat circular velocity curve corresponds to an isothermal
profile of slope α = −2. Thick curves denote medians across all
Figure 4. z = 0 enclosed total mass ratios for TNG100 (blue), TNG300
(orange), and Illustris (red), evaluated within the fixed apertures 5 and 15 kpc,
as a function of the total halo mass from the DMO analogue measurements.
A ratio of ∼0.34 denotes flat circular velocity curves; a smaller (larger)
value denotes rising (falling) curves. Thick lines denote median relations,
and shaded regions encompass 68 per cent of the galaxies at fixed halo mass.
Here, the Illustris data have been renormalized by the ratio of TNG100-DM
to Illustris-1-DM run results in order to take into account differences due to
the change in cosmology. The black data in the top panel are from TNG100-
DM, and the grey data are from TNG300-DM. The dotted horizontal line
shows the value of the ratio that corresponds to a flat circular velocity curve.
We include on the top x-axis of each panel values for the galaxy stellar mass
corresponding to halo mass, based on the median M200c−M∗ relation in
TNG100, as calculated using galaxies within 10 per cent of the stated values
of M∗.
galaxies in ±0.47 dex halo mass bins, shaded areas encompass
68 per cent of galaxies at fixed halo mass. To facilitate comparison,
the Illustris data are multiplied by the ratio of the TNG100-DM and
Illustris-Dark aperture ratios in order to remove the differences due
to the change in cosmology.
As was hinted at in Fig. 2, within the TNG model, MW-mass
haloes exhibit the flattest circular velocity curves in the 5−15 kpc
radial range. In fact, all but the least massive TNG100 galaxies are
more concentrated than the DMO expectation (blue versus black
curves). For MW-mass haloes, the median ratio of DM+b mass en-
closed within 5 and 15 kpc is 50 per cent higher than in the DMO
simulation, and over twice as high for the very largest haloes. This
relative increase in <5 kpc mass is sufficiently high that the ratio
that corresponds to a flat circular velocity curve resides comfortably
within the 68 per cent of data region for M200c > 1011 M. Within
the same mass and radial range, the dark matter (only) circular ve-
locity curves in DMO haloes would instead steeply rise inside-out,
and more rapidly so the higher the mass. The TNG300 simulation
gives qualitatively similar results, but with a decrement of ∼0.03 in
aperture ratio due to the lower stellar masses (Pillepich et al. 2018b),
and also due to poorer resolution within 5 kpc as is apparent from
comparing the two DMO simulations (black versus grey). These
results are in stark contrast to Illustris, which for M200c < 1012 M
predicts galaxies on average less concentrated (in total mass) than
DMO haloes. Part of this shift can be explained by the fact that
Illustris galaxies in that mass range have larger 3D stellar half-mass
radii than TNG galaxies at fixed mass.
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Figure 5. Dark matter halo properties as a function of halo mass (of the
DMO counterparts), from top to bottom: rmax,DM, Vmax,DM, the halo con-
centration δV ,DM, and the dark matter mass enclosed ratio between 5 and
15 kpc. Each of these quantities is calculated using the dark matter compo-
nent alone. TNG100 is shown in blue and Illustris in red. Shaded regions
mark 68 per cent of the data and median relations are denoted with solid
lines. The equivalent medians calculated with the DMO counterpart simu-
lations are shown in black (TNG100-DM) and grey (Illustris-Dark).
4.1.4 Baryonic effects and dark matter enhancement
The profiles seen thus far motivate us to quantify the degree to
which baryonic physics and the presence of baryonic material alter
the distribution of the underlying dark matter. We therefore focus
on the dark matter component alone in Fig. 5.
From top to bottom, we plot the average rmax,DM and Vmax,DM of
the DM circular velocity profiles, the dark matter halo concentration
δV ,DM (see Section 3), and finally the ratio of the dark matter mass
enclosed within 5 and 15 kpc, which is a proxy for the flatness of
the dark matter circular velocity profile. All quantities are shown
as a function of halo mass (of the DMO counterparts) and given
as medians (thick curves) and 1σ halo-to-halo variations (shaded
areas) for TNG (blue), its DMO counterpart TNG100-DM (black),
Illustris (red), and its DMO counterpart Illustris-Dark (grey).
There is evidence for contraction in both the TNG and Illustris
models: the TNG dark matter haloes are similarly or more concen-
trated than their DMO counterparts (blue versus black) and more
concentrated than their Illustris analogues (blue versus red). While
the peak values of the DM circular curves are within 10–15 per cent
from the DMO predictions (second panel from the top), TNG haloes
have maximum radii (rmax,DM) up to 30 per cent smaller than their
DMO analogues (top panel), making overall their DM haloes more
contracted than what is predicted by DMO simulations. The max-
imal change from TNG100-DMO for TNG100 is at ∼1012 M
and there is a similar, smaller suppression of rmax,DM in Illustris at
slightly higher masses. Both models show an increase in rmax,DM of
up to a few 10 s of per cent relative to TNG100-DMO for massive
objects (a few 1013 M).
The dark matter halo contraction is further assessed in the third
panel from the top, where the simple dark matter halo concentration
parameter δV ,DM is up to a factor of 2 larger in TNG in comparison
to the DMO haloes. The curves for Illustris and Illustris-Dark in
this panel are similar to that reported in fig. 6 of Chua et al. (2017),
who also used Illustris data but with a different definition of dark
matter halo concentration, and confirm their findings.
Finally, the bottom panel demonstrates that the dark matter-alone
circular velocity curves are flatter between 5 and 15 kpc in TNG
haloes than in their DMO analogues. These ratios are consistent
with dark matter density profiles with average power-law slopes
in the 5–15 kpc apertures of about −1.8 for 1012 M TNG100
(and TNG300) haloes, compared to about −1.5 for the TNG100-
DMO analogue and the still shallower −1.3 for Illustris haloes. This
steepening of the dark matter density profile slopes due to baryonic
physics is consistent with the findings of Schaller et al. (2016)
from the APOSTLE simulations, although measured at somewhat
different galactocentric distances. Dutton et al. (2016) similarly
found contraction of the haloes at 1 per cent of the virial radius for
haloes with high star formation efficiencies, which disappears or
even transitions to expansion for low star formation efficiencies.
Within our models, it is therefore plausible to expect that the dark
matter density profile of our Galaxy should likewise be steeper than
what is typically assumed for NFW haloes and that the dark matter
annihilation signal predictions (e.g. Springel et al. 2008b) may be
different than the DMO simulation-derived predictions across the
studied mass range.
We have verified with a comparison between the TNG100 and
TNG300 curves (not shown) that the properties of the dark mat-
ter profiles are better converged than the total or baryonic matter
distributions, despite the influence of baryonic physics on the dark
matter.
4.2 Dark matter fractions
4.2.1 z = 0 averages within fixed apertures
We now turn to the relative content of DM and baryonic mass
and quantify the DMFs as observables on their own. It is apparent
from the results shown in the previous sections that the effective
DMFs within galaxies not only depend on how the baryonic mass is
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Figure 6. The mass fraction of dark matter (DMF) in TNG z = 0 galaxies
within a series of radii as a function of galaxy stellar mass: 5 kpc (top),
rhalf (middle), and 5 × rhalf (bottom). The TNG100 and Illustris data are
shown in blue and red, respectively. As in previous figures, the solid lines
denote median relations and the shaded regions 68 per cent of the data. The
dashed curves denote the median results that would have been obtained if the
galaxies simulated within the full-physics simulations (e.g. TNG100) were
to be placed in their corresponding dark matter haloes simulated within DMO
simulations (e.g. TNG100-DM), i.e. by neglecting the effects of baryonic
physics on the distribution of dark matter.
distributed but also on how baryonic physics may alter the distribu-
tion of dark matter itself in comparison to DMO expectations.
For each galaxy in our simulated samples, we measure the DMF
within three characteristic radii – 5 kpc, rhalf and 5rhalf – and we
show the results in Fig. 6 for our TNG100 galaxies at z = 0 as
a function of galaxy stellar mass: blue thick curves and shaded
areas for the running medians and 1σ contours, respectively. We
also include the corresponding Illustris data with red curves and
shaded areas. The trend of DMF with galaxy mass depends on the
chosen aperture: within fixed 5 kpc, more massive galaxies have
lower DMFs (0.25 ± 0.05 for 1012 M) than lower mass galaxies
(0.8 ± 0.05 at 109 M). Instead, within a mass-dependent half-
mass radius aperture, the trend is not monotonic with galaxy mass.
The TNG100 DMF within both rhalf and 5rhalf is minimized at
3 × 1010 M, reading, respectively, 0.5 ± 0.1 and 0.75 ± 0.05.
This seems in good agreement with the idea that a few 1010 M
is the stellar mass at which galaxy formation is most efficient and,
by extension, most strongly alters the dark matter profiles (as seen
in Section 4.1.4). In fact, the rising of the DMFs at larger galaxy
masses can also be a consequence of the shape of the galaxy size–
mass relation, with the half-mass radii probing progressively farther
galactocentric distances and hence farther out in the haloes as the
galaxy mass increases. At all masses, the DMFs increase towards
larger galactocentric distances (see again also the right-hand column
in Fig. 2).
In order to see how these results depend on the dark matter en-
hancement quantified in the previous sections, we draw with dashed
curves the DMFs we would obtain by painting TNG100 galaxies
(with their baryon distributions) on their analogue DMO haloes
from the TNG100-DM simulation: in practice, for each galaxy in
the full-physics simulation we substitute the measured dark mat-
ter enclosed mass profiles with those of the corresponding DMO
haloes. The measured TNG100 DMFs are up to twice the value of
the accompanying DMO estimates, particularly around the peak of
star formation efficiency at ∼2 × 1012 M. Otherwise, the TNG
DMFs would be up to two times lower if baryonic physics did not
induce a dark matter enhancement in the central regions of galaxies
as is the case in TNG.
We have also examined curves from TNG300 and from the lower
resolution versions of TNG100 (not shown), and they demonstrate
that, at fixed galaxy mass, the TNG100 results of Fig. 6 are con-
verged to better than 10–15 per cent, with the fully converged TNG
model predictions possibly being only slightly lower (10 per cent)
than what the blue curves indicate.
Interestingly, within the inner regions of galaxies (upper pan-
els), Illustris and TNG100 predictions for the DMFs are not so
dissimilar, despite (or rather thanks to) some persistent but slight
shifts associated with the differences in the SMHM relation be-
tween the two models. The difference between the DMO-convolved
estimates of Illustris and TNG is large (dashed blue versus dashed
red): for M∗ < 2 × 1010 M there is a much better agreement be-
tween the Illustris measurements and those obtained by painting
Illustris galaxies into their DMO analogue haloes (red solid ver-
sus red dashed) than for the TNG galaxies. Effectively, within the
5 kpc apertures, the presence of the galaxy in the Illustris model has
smaller effects on the dark matter content of the inner halo than in
the TNG model. An excess in dark matter in comparison to DMO
predictions slowly emerges in Illustris towards higher stellar masses
and larger distances (bottom panel).
Finally, we note that the dark matter fractions in Illustris had
already been quantified in Xu et al. (2017) for a selection of massive
(Mstars  1011 M) ETGs in the z = 0.1−1 range. Their projected
dark matter fractions within the effective radius read on average
0.4−0.6 in broad agreement with our findings. We hence investigate
in what follows the dependence of TNG DMFs on galaxy properties
and redshifts.
4.2.2 Dependence on galaxy and halo properties
What produces the galaxy-to-galaxy variations in DMF at fixed
stellar mass (Fig. 6, shaded areas) that we see in TNG objects? By
focusing on TNG100 only at z = 0, we split galaxies by stellar sizes
and morphologies and show results in Fig. 7.
In the left-hand column, we bin our galaxies in stellar mass, split
the sample in each bin into quartiles of the 3D stellar half-mass
radius distribution (rhalf ) and calculate the median DMF of the most
compact 25 per cent and most extended 25 per cent galaxies, i.e. the
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Figure 7. The median z = 0 DMF within the same apertures as in Fig. 6, as a function of stellar mass, separated by galaxy sizes (left) and kinemat-
ics/morphologies (right). The blue shaded regions denote 68 per cent of the data. The median of the entire population of galaxies is shown as a solid line. In the
left-hand column, the dashed and dotted lines show the medians of two subsamples of the data as split by size (25 per cent highest rhalf , dashed, and 25 per cent
lowest rhalf , dotted, respectively). The solid line and the 68 per cent region are replicated in the right-hand column, where the separation by subsamples is
instead made by kinematics (25 per cent highest disc fraction as dotted, and 25 per cent lowest disc fraction as dashed).
upper and lower quartiles of the rhalf distribution. The stellar size of
the galaxy has an apparent measurable effect on the DMF at fixed
stellar mass (lower panels), with more extended galaxies exhibiting
larger fractions of dark matter within rhalf . This is to be expected
when the DMF is measured within some multiple of the stellar half-
mass radius, provided that the dark matter halo contraction does
not correlate with galaxy size to compensate, e.g. smaller galax-
ies producing stronger halo contraction and bringing more dark
matter inside rhalf . The increase in DMF with effective radius has
been found in dynamical analyses of local galaxies and z ∼ 0.2
lenses, and the correlation is even stronger with the enclosed dark
matter density (Tortora et al. 2010, 2012). Within rhalf , the differ-
ence in DMF between galaxies in the lowest and highest quartiles
in rhalf is largest around 3 × 1010 M – the approximate peak of
star formation efficiency – with a shift of more than ∼50 per cent.
Towards higher and lower masses the difference shrinks, particu-
larly at the faintest galaxies considered. A similar behaviour occurs
at M∗ > 3 × 1010 M in the 5rhalf radius to a smaller degree, but
disappears at lower radii.
The DMFs measured within the fixed 5 kpc aperture show similar
behaviour although to a smaller degree than in the lower panels, with
higher DMFs for more extended galaxies. This is because some
fraction of the fixed stellar mass is redistributed from within the
aperture to outside for more extended galaxies, thus increasing the
DMF within the aperture; note that if instead contraction of the halo
for smaller sizes dominated over the redistribution effect, we would
see the opposite effect where smaller galaxies had higher DMFs.5
The 5 kpc radius is larger than the typical galaxy size, at least up to
∼1010 M in stars and it gets quickly much smaller than the typical
sizes of more massive galaxies. It is in the intermediate regime,
around 1010 M, where rhalf ∼ 5 kpc, and also where the scatter
due to rhalf is strongest. The small overall systematic effects in the
top panel, at essentially all masses, suggest that the larger effects
in the lower panels are mostly driven by the change in effective
aperture, where the dark matter fraction is probed for more compact
or more extended galaxies – larger sizes at fixed stellar mass probe
further out into the halo, hence larger DMFs – rather than a strong
change of the matter profile ratios.
The effect of the galaxy sizes is expected to be translated into
the relationship between DMF and morphology, given that TNG el-
liptical/quiescent galaxies are more compact than disc/star-forming
5It will be possible to check whether smaller galaxies produce more con-
tracted haloes than larger galaxies of the same mass by comparing their dark
matter distributions to those of the DMO simulation counterparts.
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galaxies of the same stellar mass (Genel et al. 2018). Here, we ap-
proximate morphology with the internal kinematics, and comment
later on how the two differ; we show the results for a kinematic de-
composition of more rotation/less rotation in the right-hand panel
of Fig. 7. The median DMF within rhalf as a function of M∗ for less-
(dashed curves) and more strongly (dotted curves) rotating galaxies
(mid right-hand panel) mirrors the gap between the lower quartile
and upper quartile radius galaxies, although to a lower degree, par-
ticularly around the star formation efficiency peak and somewhat
at lower stellar masses. At larger galactocentric distances (bottom
right-hand panel), these features are not clearly replicated, and for
fixed physical apertures there is no discernible difference between
the two subsamples (top right-hand panel).6
The trends described in Fig. 7 do account for much of the ±1σ
scatter, which here is reported as the blue shaded area. We have
also studied other halo and galaxy properties to see whether they
may be responsible for larger or smaller DMFs at fixed stellar mass
than the average, either at the intrinsic level or due to their role in
setting the galaxy size. We find that the virial halo mass, M200c, cor-
relates slightly with DMF at the extreme high stellar mass end, with
minimal impact around the star formation peak, and is inversely
correlated with DMF for lower mass galaxies, including within
the 5 kpc fixed aperture. The halo concentration (see Section 3)
has a negligible effect on the fixed aperture but instead induces
∼20 per cent scatter in the 1 × rhalf aperture at the star formation
peak, 1010 M, which suggests it is connected to the setting of the
galaxy sizes. Finally, we find that the strongest source of scatter
in low-mass galaxies, especially within the fixed aperture, is the
star formation rate: higher star formation rates correlate with lower
DMFs, but this relation is reversed for galaxies in 1012 M haloes.
There is therefore a rich interplay between the galaxy and its host
that sets the DMF, and we do not examine further whether any of
these subpopulations exhibit higher or lower degrees of contrac-
tion; a future study will examine the physical connection of these
processes in contrast to the empirical approach adopted here.
4.2.3 Redshift evolution
The properties of z = 0 galaxies are influenced by the state of
galaxies at earlier redshift. We therefore measure the DMFs within
rhalf and 5 kpc (in physical kpc) at redshifts 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 and show
the results along with the evolution of rhalf itself in Fig. 8: we focus
on TNG100 and TNG300 galaxies and on three stellar mass bins:
109, 1010, and 1011 M with a bin width of log10(rhalf ) = 0.083.
Note that we do not include a 109 M bin for TNG300: this is due
to poor spatial resolution of these objects in this simulation.
The redshift evolution of the DMFs in galaxies depends again
on the choice for the aperture over which they are measured. The
DMFs within the fixed aperture of 5 kpc change by no more than
10 per cent between z ∼ 4 and today, for all our models and stellar
masses. A weak trend can be seen for 1010 M galaxies, whose
fDM(<5 kpc) slightly decrease towards low redshifts.
However, galaxy sizes at fixed stellar mass increase as redshift
decreases, with stronger trends the larger the galaxy mass. Con-
6However, the splitting between galaxy populations in the left- and right-
hand side of Fig. 7 is by construction different and selects different subsets
of the galaxy distribution, hence a quantitative direct comparison of the
effects of sizes versus morphologies is not viable. Moreover, low-rotation
high mass galaxies are likely to be ellipticals whereas low-rotation low-mass
galaxies tend instead to be irregular in morphology.
Figure 8. Galaxy properties in TNG100 and TNG300 as a function of
redshift. Top panel: the evolution of rhalf , middle panel: dark matter fraction
within 5 kpc (physical), bottom panel: dark matter fraction within rhalf .
Results are shown for three stellar mass bins: 109 (dashed line, TNG100
only), 1010 (solid line), and 1011 M (dot–dashed line). Each stellar mass
bin contains galaxies within 10 per cent of the stated stellar mass.
sequently, the DMFs measured within rhalf increase towards lower
redshifts at fixed galaxy mass, or expressed differently DMFs are
smaller at higher redshifts than today because the baryonic material
is more centrally concentrated at higher redshifts than today. This
is particularly true for the 1011 M mass bin galaxies, which are
so concentrated at high redshift that their rhalf – although likely
not their total extent – is smaller than that of lower mass galaxies;
this evolution has been shown in a series of previous simulations
(Hilz et al. 2012; Hilz, Naab & Ostriker 2013; Remus et al. 2017)
as well as more recently by Kulier et al. (2018), and is well at-
tested from z ∼ 2 in observational studies (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al.
2009; Toft et al. 2012; Tortora et al. 2014; Genzel et al. 2017), and
we will expand on the observational comparison in Section 5.3.
Finally, we note that the TNG300 galaxies are consistently more
extended than their TNG100 counterparts, and thus have higher
DMF within this aperture. This is because galaxy sizes are not fully
converged at TNG300 resolution, are larger than in TNG100, and
these resolution trends have been explored in Pillepich et al. (2018a;
Fig. A2 and related discussion). By contrast, the DMF measured
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Figure 9. DMF within rhalf as a function of M200c at z = 0 for a range
of model variations. The six models are TNG (blue), Illustris (red), TNG
with Illustris winds (maroon), no black holes (green, solid), no black hole
kinetic winds (green, dashed) and no winds (orange), all performed in the
same 25h−1 Mpc volume, which is a much smaller box than the flagship
simulations used thus far.
within 5 kpc for the 1010 M bin shows little difference between
the two simulations.
4.3 Model variations
In the previous sections, we have often contrasted our principal
results emerging from the TNG100 and TNG300 simulations with
other different or simplified numerical experiments, particularly the
Illustris simulation and the gravity-only versions of both TNG and
Illustris galaxies. While the agreement in the DMF–stellar mass
relation between TNG100 and Illustris may be interpreted as a
robust confirmation of the prediction, such inter-model consistency
is instead somewhat coincidental. We expand on this in Fig. 9,
where we show the median DMFs of TNG and Illustris galaxies
now as a function of halo mass and in comparison to a series of
other TNG model variations. There, we switch off or modify one at
the time individual fundamental features of the TNG galaxy model:
no galactic winds i.e. no stellar feedback; no black holes (BHs) and
their feedback; no low-accretion rate feedback from BHs, which in
TNG is implemented as a kinetic BH-driven wind; the TNG model
where the galactic wind implementation reproduces the one adopted
in Illustris. These models were performed at TNG100 resolution in
the same 25h−1Mpc volume (see Pillepich et al. 2018a for more
details); therefore, we plot in Fig. 9 TNG and Illustris models also
run in this smaller box.
Interestingly, all model variations in Fig. 9 agree that the DMF
within galaxies residing in the least massive haloes included in our
sample (∼1010 M) is large, 0.8−0.9: this is the case also for the
‘NoWinds’ run, which returns galaxy stellar masses by many factors
larger in comparison to the fiducial model and observations (see fig.
8 of Pillepich et al. 2018a). Both of the BHs-related modifications
(green) return much lower DMFs than our fiducial model at a few
1011 M halo masses and above, consistent with the fact that they
overestimate the galaxy stellar masses and have lower-than-required
galaxy sizes (see again fig. 8 of Pillepich et al. 2018a). In fact,
the case that by far departs most strongly from the TNG fiducial
model in terms of galaxy properties is the one where the TNG
galactic winds implementation is substituted with the Illustris winds
implementation (dark red): its values for the SMHM ratio at a halo
mass of 1012 M are many factors larger than in TNG (see fig. 9
of Pillepich et al. 2018a), and the galaxy sizes are twice as large as
is the case in TNG. However, it returns a not too dissimilar DMF–
halo mass relation compared to TNG. The non-monotonic trend
of the latter would indeed appear to be strongly connected to how
peaked and narrow the SMHM relation is and how rapidly the star
formation efficiency drops for larger halo masses, modulo the shape
of the galaxy size-mass relation as well. The minimum in DMFs
occurs in some cases where the SMHM ratio is maximal: for the
‘NoWinds’ case (yellow), for example, the latter is shifted to much
lower halo masses than TNG. However, a break in monotonicity may
not be present at all if the SMHM ratio is not peaked enough, as is
the case for the ‘NoBHs’ (green solid) and ‘NoBHKineticWinds’
(green dashed) runs, and to a lesser degree for the Illustris one.
We have already shown in Fig. 3 that the contraction in 1012 M
TNG100 haloes is well described by adiabatic contraction models,
and that the corresponding Illustris dark matter profiles are not. We
postpone to future analyses the task to quantify the level of dark
matter contraction or expansion in these alternative implementa-
tions, and to identify the physical reasons responsible for the dark
matter halo contraction that emerges in TNG galaxies. However,
we conclude by reminding the reader that all the alternative im-
plementations to TNG and Illustris models discussed in Fig. 9 are
securely ruled out by observational constraints on the z = 0 galaxy
stellar mass function and galaxy size-mass relation: this is the case
for the ‘TNGwIllustrisWinds’ run too, even though it gives DMFs
somewhat consistent with TNG. For the Illustris simulation, the
halo mass trend of DMFs within rhalf compares to TNG differently
than the trend with galaxy mass, with the latter (former) being (not)
monotonic with mass. With a lower degree of dark matter halo
contraction at the relevant radial scales (Figs 5 and 6), the Illustris
model produces similar DMF predictions to TNG at fixed galaxy
stellar mass. However, as outlined already, Illustris galaxies are
more massive and more extended than TNG galaxies and in worse
agreement with observational constraints than TNG (Pillepich et al.
2018b; Genel et al. 2018): this makes overall the TNG simulations
a more plausible and reliable theoretical benchmark for comparison
to observations of other galaxy and halo properties.
5 D I SCUSSI ON AND IMPLI CATI ONS
We conclude our study by putting the TNG findings into the broader
context: in particular, we attempt a zeroth-order comparison to the
dark matter fractions within galaxies inferred from observations. In
the following, we proceed by juxtaposing the theoretically derived
DMFs to the observationally derived ones at face value, namely
we do not retrace the steps of the observational analyses on virtual
observations of our simulated galaxies. We postpone this task to
future work.
We compare theory versus observation results for our own MW,
higher-mass galaxies, different morphological types, and finally for
higher-redshift galaxies. In Table 2, we collate a series of obser-
vations related to these galaxy samples of different morphological
types and redshifts. The inferred DMFs from these observations (in
all cases, de-projected 3D mass fractions, even if the aperture is
projected in 2D) are reported in the right-most column, denoting a
large diversity across galaxies and apertures, but also possibly non-
negligible, method-dependent systematic uncertainties for galaxies
of similar types and mass. There we highlight the redshift of the
sample, the type of galaxies included, a brief description of how
the galaxies were selected, the initial mass function (IMF) assumed
or determined in each study, and the type of aperture within which
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Table 2. Table of observations with measured DMFs. We include the paper in which the observations are published, the name of the parent survey if applicable,
the redshift, z, of the sample, the type of galaxies included, a brief description of how the galaxies were selected, the IMF assumed/determined in each study,
the type of aperture within which the DMFs were calculated, and the value/range of the inferred DMFs. The Iocco et al. (2015) and Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard
(2016) papers collate data from other studies that had already derived an IMF: therefore, in these two cases the IMF is written in brackets.
Paper Survey z Galaxy types Galaxy selection IMF DMF aperture DMF
Iocco et al.
(2015)
N/A 0.0 Milky Way Milky Way (MAP) [0,10] kpc <0.6
Wegg et al.
(2016)
N/A 0.0 Milky Way Milky Way Kroupa [0,10] kpc <0.5
Bland-Hawthorn
& Gerhard
(2016)
N/A 0.0 Milky Way Milky Way (Kroupa) [4.5–12] kpc 0.45
Bovy & Rix
(2013)
N/A 0.0 Milky Way Milky Way MAP 2.2Rd 0.3
Alabi et al.
(2017)
SLUGGS <0.007 Early type ∼L∗,
representative of
local early-type
population
Kroupa 5 projected
half-light radii
[0.1, 0.95]
Zhu et al. (2014) N/A 	0.01 M87 M87 Constant M/L Matter density as
function of radius
<0.3 (20 kpc)
Cappellari et al.
(2013a)
ATLAS3D <0.01 Early type M∗ >
6 × 109 M, no
spiral arm or dust
lane
Variable Projected
half-light radius
≤0.4
Wojtak &
Mamon (2013)
N/A <0.1 Early type – Chabrier 5 projected
half-light radius
≥0.5
Tortora et al.
(2012)
SPIDER <0.1 Early type – Chabrier Projected
half-light radius
≤0.5
Barnabe` et al.
(2011)
SLACS <0.33 Early type – Chabrier/
Salpeter
De-projected
half-light radius
≤0.5
Courteau &
Dutton (2015)
DiskMass <0.01 Discs i ∼ 30◦, 100 <
Vrot < 250
km s−1
Kroupa 2.2Rd [0.5, 0.9]
Courteau &
Dutton (2015)
SWELLS [0.08,0.2] Edge-on spirals SLACS galaxies
w/ lensing
Salpeter for
bulge, Chabrier
for disc
2.2Rd [0.1, 0.4]
Genzel et al.
(2017)
SINS/zC-SINF+
KMOS3D
[0.9,2.4] Star-forming
field galaxies
M∗ > 109.6 M,
±0.6 dex around
star-forming
main sequence,
disc
Chabrier Best-fitting
half-light radius
(optical light)
≤0.22
Kranz, Slyz &
Rix (2003)
N/A 	0.01 High surface
brightness, late
type spirals
Spirals,
M∗ = [1 − 10] ×
1010 M
Assumes
colour–M/L
relation
2.2Rd [0−0.5]
Fragkoudi et al.
(2017)
N/A 	0.01 NGC 1291 NGC 1291 Fits M/L 2.2Rd 0.25
the DMFs have been derived, i.e. whether 3D or 2D projected
apertures. We compare the results from the TNG100 simulation to
representative subsamples of the observational data for the MW in
Figs 10 and 11 (Bovy & Rix 2013; Iocco et al. 2015); for early-
type objects in Fig. 12 (Barnabe` et al. 2011; Tortora et al. 2012;
Cappellari et al. 2013a; Wojtak & Mamon 2013; Zhu et al. 2014;
Alabi et al. 2017); the recent z = 2 (Genzel et al. 2017 study) and
a few sets of z = 0 late-type data (Kranz et al. 2003; Barnabe` et al.
2012; Dutton et al. 2013; Martinsson et al. 2013a,b; Fragkoudi,
Athanassoula & Bosma 2017) in Fig. 13.
5.1 The Milky Way rotation curve
The good agreement with observations of TNG galaxy integral
properties (e.g. stellar masses, sizes, but also colours and others
– see Section 2) lends credibility to the matter distributions within
galaxies predicted by TNG and shown in Section 4.1. There we have
quantified to what degree, and at what masses and galactocentric
distances, the falling (stellar) and rising (dark matter) components of
the circular velocity curves balance each other to return flatter total
circular velocity profiles (Fig. 4). Here, we therefore investigate
how consistent the matter profiles of TNG MW-like galaxies are
with estimates of Galaxy rotation curves.
The MW is a crucial and fundamental test bed for constraining
the nature of dark matter, and numerical simulations have been rou-
tinely used to provide estimates for the local dark matter density
and velocity dispersion needed in direct detection experiments (e.g.
Ling et al. 2010; Pillepich et al. 2014; Bozorgnia et al. 2016; But-
sky et al. 2016; Kelso et al. 2016; Sloane et al. 2016; Bozorgnia
& Bertone 2017), for the inner slope of the dark matter density
profile and hence for the expected signals of dark matter annihi-
lation (Springel et al. 2008b; Calore et al. 2015; Schaller et al.
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Figure 10. Circular velocity profiles of z = 0 MW-like galaxies from TNG100 (left) and Illustris (right) for halo masses 0.8, 1.0, 1.4, and initial mass function,
from top to bottom. Each panel contains the 20 galaxies closest to the target mass. The range of stellar masses in each halo mass bin is given in each panel. We
show the theoretical dark matter in green and the sum of dark matter and baryons in black. We include DMO counterparts as grey curves. As previously, thin
curves denote individual galaxies and thick curves the median of the population. The circular velocity profile corresponding to a dark matter density profile
with power-law slope equal to α = −1.8 in the 5–15 kpc range is shown as purple dots for reference. Observationally derived constraints include: Bovy & Rix
(2013) in open squares and diamonds for the total and dark matter alone profiles of our Galaxy, and the median rotation curve compiled by Iocco et al. (2015)
as closed, grey circles. The Bovy & Rix (2013) error bars are derived as 68 per cent confidence limits, and the Iocco et al. (2015) error bars denote 68 per cent
of the data points, and therefore do not take account of the errors on the individual points.
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Figure 11. Median circular velocity curves of 20 TNG haloes with M200c ∼
2 × 1012 M that host disc-like galaxies. These are the galaxies shown in
Fig. 10 (bottom left-hand panel). In addition to the data shown in that
figure, we here include the median expected dark matter distribution under
adiabatic contraction (orange line), median stellar mass component from
the simulations (solid blue line) and that derived for the stellar disc by
Bovy & Rix (2013). The remainder of the thick lines indicates median TNG
predictions and the dashed lines/symbols show observational results: green
for dark matter and black for DM+baryons. The 68 per cent region for our
sample of 20 galaxies is shown as a series of coloured bands, one each for
DM+b, dark matter, and stellar mass. The horizontal dashed line indicates
the median rhalf of the TNG galaxy sample.
2016) or decay (Lovell et al. 2015) from the Galactic Centre. The
sole comparison mentioned in this work between TNG and Illustris
MW-like haloes (Fig. 3) showcases the current level of systematic
uncertainties that affect model predictions about CDM. However,
some of these uncertainties can often be solved comfortably by
validating or discarding the models holistically based on how they
perform against an ever broader set of observational findings. Given
that our simulations constitute the most recent, and thus hopefully,
the best informed by observations and theory iteration of this en-
deavour, our results will have an important contribution towards the
detection (or otherwise) of dark matter in our own MW.
The MW halo mass has been suggested to fall anywhere in
the range of 5 × 1011 − 2 × 1012 M, depending on the choice of
method and the definition of the MW halo mass itself (Kahn & Wolt-
jer 1959; Sales et al. 2007a,b; Li & White 2008; Busha et al. 2011;
Deason et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2013;
Gonza´lez, Kravtsov & Gnedin 2013; Cautun et al. 2014; Pen˜arrubia
et al. 2014; Piffl et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015a). Complicating the
issue is the presence of the Large Magellanic Cloud, which may
itself be embedded in a subhalo of mass 2 × 1011 M just 50 kpc
from the MW centre (Pen˜arrubia et al. 2016). For the purposes
of this comparison, we retain M200c as our preferred definition of
halo mass, and consider four possible halo masses that span the
range described above: M200c – 8 × 1011, 1 × 1012, 1.4 × 1012 M,
and 2 × 1012 M – and select the 20 disc-dominated (circularity-
defined disc fractions >0.7) simulated galaxies with masses closest
to each of these four halo masses at z = 0.7 In Fig. 10, we compare
7Since we find that only a small number of our 8 × 1011 M curves make
contact with the observational data, we elect to choose this as our lowest
mass halo bin rather than 5 × 1011 M.
the simulated circular velocity curves of MW-like galaxies to two
observationally derived data sets: the Galaxy mass model of Bovy
& Rix (2013), which returns both the total and dark matter alone
rotation/circular velocity profiles (square and diamond symbols),
and the total rotation curve data compiled by Iocco et al. (2015) and
Pato & Iocco (2017) from sources that include masers, gas kinemat-
ics, and better stellar kinematics (e.g. McClure-Griffiths & Dickey
2007; Battinelli et al. 2013; Reid et al. 2014, grey filled circles).
Results are shown out to a radius of 10 kpc for TNG100 (left) and
Illustris for comparison (right), including profiles from the DMO
analogue haloes.
Starting with the total mass (DM+b, black curves), the circu-
lar velocity profiles of TNG MW-like galaxies exhibit shapes and
degrees of flatness within about 10 kpc from the centres in good
agreement with the Galaxy rotation curve inferred by Bovy & Rix
(2013) and Iocco et al. (2015). In contrast, the total mass profiles of
MW-like galaxies from the Illustris simulation rise too steeply with
radius, reflecting the aforementioned problems in the galaxy stellar
sizes and hence being ruled out at all MW-like mass scales.
Based on the total matter distribution alone, the TNG model
would favour a large Galaxy halo mass, of the order of 1.5−2 ×
1012 M. On the other hand, in TNG we consistently obtain higher
dark matter circular velocity curves (green lines) than the best-
fitting dark matter component of the Bovy & Rix (2013) dynamical
model (see open green diamonds). In this regard, we obtain a sim-
ilar result to the EAGLE and Auriga hydrodynamical simulations
(Schaller et al. 2015; Grand et al. 2017), with the latter predicting
Vc,DM(6 kpc) > 150 km s−1 for simulated galaxies that match the
Galaxy’s rotation curve. Only the dark matter mass profiles from
the DMO analogues of TNG galaxies (grey curves, especially at the
low-mass end) seem to approach the constraints from Bovy & Rix
(2013), although being consistently flatter than the inferred ones
for the Galaxy. So for example, for the 8 × 1011 M halo mass
bin, the average TNG halo could host the Galaxy rotation curve
if (i) the stellar masses were higher than TNG100 predicts – for
which there is room, since the highest stellar mass of the 251
disc-dominated galaxies within 10 per cent of M200c = 8 ×
1011 M is 3.6 × 1010 M and thus less massive than the Galaxy
estimate of 4−6 × 1010 M (McMillan 2011; Bovy & Rix 2013)
and (ii) if the contraction of the halo could be avoided.
The dark matter circular velocity curves in TNG are consistent
with a dark matter density profile that has an average power-law
slope of about −1.8 in the 5−10 kpc radial range (purple dots): we
suggest that such an alternative functional form could be allowed
when modelling the dark matter contribution in observations – al-
though this slope does appear at the current time to be steeper than
is permitted by the microlensing study of Wegg et al. (2016), which
prefers an NFW profile.
We emphasize the preference for a more massive halo, and the
apparent tension between observations and our results, in Fig. 11,
which includes also the predicted median stellar circular velocity
profile (blue curves) in addition to that derived for the Galactic
stellar disc by Bovy & Rix (2013), and the adiabatic contraction
prediction for TNG galaxies as calculated using Blumenthal et al.
(1986) and Gnedin et al. (2004, orange curve). The slopes of both
the stellar and dark matter components have the same sign as that
of the observations, in that the stellar component is falling and the
dark matter component rising. The amplitudes of the two curves are
instead very different: the simulations predict that the MW is baryon
dominated only within 6 kpc, as does the adiabatic contraction
model, which agrees remarkably well with the simulation result
over the radius range probed by Bovy & Rix (2013); the Bovy &
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Figure 12. Dark matter fractions of bulge-dominated galaxies as a function of stellar mass at z = 0. The top left-hand panel shows the dark matter fraction
measured within 5 rhalf radii, the top right-hand panel within a series of fixed apertures, and the bottom two panels within 1 rhalf . Each panel includes
observational data obtained by a different method. In the top left-hand panel, the method is globular cluster and satellite kinematics (Alabi et al. 2017, filled
circles; Wojtak & Mamon 2013, open circles), and we also include the regions of parameter space occupied by the simulation results of Wu et al. (2014) (dark
blue) and Remus et al. (2017) (light blue, adjusted to 5 rhalf instead of 1 rhalf , as indicated in Alabi et al. 2017). In the top right-hand panel we show the results
obtained from SLUGGS when three fixed radius apertures are used (for those galaxies where that is possible): 30 kpc (blue crosses), 40 kpc (cyan circles)
and 50 kpc (purple squares). The corresponding TNG data is shown in solid lines, with colours that match the three apertures. We also shrink both axes of
this panel for clarity. In the bottom left-hand panel, we show the results the IFU study of Cappellari et al. (2013a) (squares). The M87 study by Zhu et al.
(2014) uses both IFU and GC orbits and therefore features as a cross in both the top left-hand and bottom left-hand panels. In the bottom right-hand panel
we include gravitational lensing and Jeans modelling studies, and also show the crucial uncertainty introduced by the IMF. The data of Barnabe` et al. (2011)
are shown as squares (with the Chabrier IMF) and open hexagons (Salpeter IMF); the grey line shows the median DMF–M∗ relation of Tortora et al. (2012),
assuming a Chabrier IMF, and the dotted grey lines show the upper and lower quartiles. The simulation results (TNG100) are given as solid curves with 1σ
galaxy-to-galaxy variations denoted by shaded area. In all panels, dashed curves denote the results we would obtain by placing TNG galaxies in NFW (DMO)
dark matter haloes, i.e. by neglecting the dark matter contraction predicted by the full-physics TNG model. Dotted curves indicate the DMFs measured when
the galaxy sizes are drawn from the median stellar mass–size relations of the SLUGGS (top left-hand panel) and ATLAS3D (bottom left-hand panel) surveys.
Rix (2013) study instead strongly prefers that dark matter dominate
the mass budget only outside 10 kpc. We anticipate that a crucial
test of all future galaxy formation models will be whether they can
achieve simultaneously a sufficiently massive and compact MW
galaxy without overcontracting its host halo.
In closing this comparison to the mass distribution in our Galaxy,
it is important to keep in mind, however, that there is still some
considerable divergence in the inferred dark matter fractions across
different observational studies. In fact, while all observational re-
sults from dynamical models agree on the distribution of the to-
tal matter, the separate contributions of dark and baryonic com-
ponents are highly uncertain, with Iocco et al. (2015) reporting
fDM( 10 kpc) < 0.6, Bovy & Rix (2013) favouring fDM ∼ 0.3
at 2.2Rd ≈ 4.7 kpc, and other independent estimates from mi-
crolensing studies reading fDM( 10 kpc) < 0.5 (e.g. Hamadache
et al. 2006; Wegg et al. 2016). Together with other analyses that
estimate the dark matter fraction at about 45 per cent at galac-
tocentric distances of 4.5−12 kpc (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard
2016; see Table 2), this observational landscape places the aver-
age DMFs predicted for MW-like galaxies by the TNG and Il-
lustris model a factor ∼1.2−3.0 higher than observational con-
straints for our Galaxy when measured within 5 kpc. In fact, we
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Figure 13. DMF of TNG100 disc-dominated galaxies as a function of the circular velocity measured at rhalf (3D). Left-hand panel: the DMF of TNG z = 0
discs with the observational results that Courteau & Dutton (2015) derived for the SWELLS (Barnabe` et al. 2012; Dutton et al. 2013) and DiskMass (Martinsson
et al. 2013a,b) galaxy samples included as blue triangles and pentagons, respectively. The Disc DMF measurements of Kranz et al. (2003) and Fragkoudi
et al. (2017) are shown as crossed circles. We also include a version of the SWELLS data in which we change the IMF a posteriori from Salpeter to Chabrier
(empty triangles), to make it consistent with our simulation choice. The error bars on the data points have been omitted for clarity: they are typically of order
0.1 units in DMF. Right-hand panel: DMFs for galaxies at z = 0 (blue) and z = 2 (purple), plus some of the observations presented in fig. 3 of Genzel et al.
(2017). We include the results of Genzel et al. (2017) as purple circles. In both panels, solid curves are the TNG running medians and dashed lines denote
DMO-counterpart medians.
have checked that among the many hundreds of MW-like galax-
ies in the TNG100 box, none of them can simultaneously satisfy
the circular velocity profiles of both the total and the dark matter
components derived e.g. by Bovy & Rix (2013) and reported in
Fig. 10.
We therefore conclude that (i) our model may be missing some
important physical aspects, (ii) this discrepancy may reflect dif-
ferences between our theoretical circular velocity curves and the
observationally determined rotation curves, or (iii) some combina-
tion thereof. In this case, careful virtual observations may provide a
resolution particularly in the inner regions of galaxies where peaks
in the rotation curve can be washed out observationally. Such a
study will also clarify the uncertainty in the total mass of faint stars,
which is degenerate with the mass in dark matter (e.g. Smith, Lucey
& Conroy 2015), and will shed light on the validity or limitations
of the assumptions that are typically adopted in the mass modelling
methods, which in turn are used to translate observational data into
mass profiles.
5.2 Low redshift bulge-dominated galaxies
We now transition our focus to low-redshift galaxies that are broadly
classified as ellipticals or ETGs, or, for our methodology, bulge
dominated.
Recently, within the SLUGGS survey, the dark matter content
of a set of bright elliptical galaxies in the Local Universe has been
inferred from the orbits of nearby globular clusters (Brodie et al.
2014; Alabi et al. 2016). The quoted dark matter fractions have been
measured within five effective radii, the latter being the half-light
radius of a galaxy seen in projection in the sky (Alabi et al. 2017).
They find a wide variety of DMFs in their sample, from as high as
0.95 to as little as 0.05, and therefore challenge theory to explain
both the median DMF and also a very large scatter. These values are
reported in Fig. 12 (upper left-hand panel). There we also include
data from a complementary study by Wojtak & Mamon (2013), who
use satellite galaxies instead of globular clusters as mass tracers to
obtain dark matter fractions within the same five effective radii
aperture. The latter adopts a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003) not
dissimilar to the Kroupa IMF used by Alabi et al. (2017). Wojtak &
Mamon (2013) find a smaller range of dark matter fraction values
for ETGs, which are always larger than 50 per cent.
Previous constraints had been provided with the ATLAS3D sur-
vey, in which the DMF of local early types had been measured
within instead just one effective radius (Cappellari et al. 2013a).
These measurements prefer very low DMF at small radii, almost
completely below 0.2 (see Fig. 12, lower left). This may be in part
due to their preferred IMF, which transitions from a Kroupa IMF
at low-velocity dispersions to a Salpeter form (Salpeter 1955) for
massive ETGs (Cappellari et al. 2013b). The difference made by the
choice of the underlying IMF has been explicitly shown by Barnabe`
et al. (2011) who repeated their analysis with both the Salpeter and
Chabrier IMF as part of a lensing study (see Fig. 12, lower right).
The values of DMFs that rely on or imply a Chabrier IMF are sys-
tematically larger by about 40 per cent (absolute percentage) than
those obtained adopting a Salpeter-like form. A similar set of results
was found by Tortora et al. (2012), who instead combined a Chabrier
IMF with a Jeans analysis (Fig. 12, lower right). In Fig. 12, large
crosses are the DMFs obtained for M87 by Zhu et al. (2014) for five
(top panel) and one (lower left-hand panel) effective radii, respec-
tively; we include this study as an example of a paper that focuses
on one single galaxy and whose subject was analysed separately for
SLUGGS.
Most of the studies above – with the one exception of the Barnabe`
et al. (2011) lensing study – provide the dark matter fraction within
projected 2D apertures. We instead measure our sizes in 3D stel-
lar half-mass radii rather than in projected half-light radii, since
the former are more important physically and are also more easily
measured in simulations. It has been shown that the 3D mass-
based and 2D r-band-based sizes of TNG galaxies are essentially
identical to one another for stellar masses of ∼1010.5 M and
above (Genel et al. 2018, Fig. 2). This points towards some rel-
evant issues relating to the simulated and observationally adopted
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values and radial trends of the stellar mass to stellar light ratios. For
the purposes at hand, this fact allows us to show the 3D-aperture
DMFs of our simulations directly against those of the observational
2D apertures, e.g. Alabi et al. (2017) within five effective radii.
In Fig. 12, solid curves denote the TNG running averages
equipped with the 1σ galaxy-to-galaxy variations. Dashed curves
denote the TNG DMFs we would obtain by placing TNG galaxies
in NFW DM haloes, i.e. by neglecting the dark matter contraction
emerging from our full-physics model. All choices of aperture show
well-defined relations for TNG galaxies: the DMFs increase sys-
tematically with stellar mass at M200c > 3 × 1012 M. Moreover,
the smaller aperture predicts lower DMFs than the larger one, yet
in the range of fDM(<2−5 × rhalf) ∼ 0.5−0.9.
We remind the reader that TNG galaxies have been modelled
adopting a Chabrier IMF and could not be hence directly compared
to observational results that seem to favour or assume a very differ-
ent IMF shape. In the upper left-hand panel of Fig. 12, the width of
the simulated distributions (10 per cent at 1σ ) is much smaller than
the spread of the SLUGGS data (40 per cent, accounting for both an
intrinsic scatter and a measurement contribution), but are broadly
consistent with the findings of Wojtak & Mamon (2013) (filled cir-
cles and open circles respectively) although the latter prefers DMFs
at 2 × 1010 M significantly higher than those of TNG. We also in-
clude a broad reference to two previous simulation studies (Wu et al.
2014; Remus et al. 2017). The latter paper produces galaxies with
DMFs qualitatively similar to ours at the lower end of the displayed
mass range masses, but with lower fractions at higher masses; the
Wu et al. (2014) paper instead predicts consistently lower DMFs,
which is likely due in part to the absence of AGN feedback given the
extra star formation and the further halo contraction shown above.
Crucially, none of the models matches the spread and median DMF
values of the SLUGGS data, even when we allow for the possibility
of no halo contraction by placing TNG100 galaxies in their DMO
counterparts (dashed curves versus both sets of circles). However,
we also recognize a disagreement between different observational
measurements: Zhu et al. (2014) measured a five effective radii
DMF of 0.63 for M87, whereas SLUGGS instead found a DMF of
0.86 for the same galaxy.
The apparent discrepancy is even more acute for the intra-galactic
measurements by Cappellari et al. (2013a; filled squares, bottom
left-hand panel), which determine lower DMFs than even the non-
contracted TNG galaxies with 1 × rhalf (dashed yellow curve). Their
quoted DMFs are obtained by imposing an NFW dark matter profile
and are very sensitive to the choice of dark matter slope, and a
steeper slope – such as that produced in our simulations – may
instead lead to better agreement with our results. However, a recent
study by Wasserman et al. (2018) of the matter distribution in one
of the SLUGGS galaxies, NGC 1407 with estimated stellar mass of
∼2 × 1011 M, argued for a dark matter slope no steeper than −1.
Importantly, the intra-galactic DMFs of the lower left-hand panel
are more than a factor of 2 smaller than those obtained by Barnabe`
et al. (2011) and Tortora et al. (2012; lower right, filled squared and
grey curve versus yellow solid curve). When a consistent choice
for the IMF is adopted in both simulations and observations (i.e.
Chabrier), the latter observational results are in good agreement and
at most 10 per cent lower than the TNG predictions, respectively.
By contrast, the Salpeter IMF choices consistently imply much
lower DMFs, and a variable IMF would bring the Tortora et al.
(2012) result into better agreement with that in ATLAS3D (Tortora,
Romanowsky & Napolitano 2013). Note that our simulations were
performed with the Chabrier IMF; if we were to instead adopt a
Salpeter IMF, the available energy from supernova feedback would
decrease, leading to higher stellar masses and correspondingly lower
DMFs, but for the role of the AGN.
In fact, a number of assumptions are required in the mass mod-
elling that leads to the observational constraints on the DMFs re-
ported thus far. These include not only the already-discussed choice
for the IMF but also assumptions for the shape of the total poten-
tial, the value and radial dependence of the orbital anisotropy, and
the value and radial dependence of the stellar mass-to-light ratios
(M/L). So, for example, the SLUGGS and Zhu et al. (2014) data
assume spatially constant stellar M/L in the underlying dynamical
modelling: relaxing such assumptions and allowing for some M/L
gradients across the observed galaxies may instead return larger
inferred DMFs than those reported in Fig. 12, possibly bringing
simulations and observations into better agreement. One such ex-
ample of the adoption of an M/L gradient is Tortora et al. (2012),
who applied a single isothermal sphere model of M/L together with
a Chabrier IMF. They obtain a median relation similar in shape and
gradient to that of the TNG galaxies, although 0.1 points lower. The
scatter is also 1.5 times larger than is the case for the simulations.
Interestingly, the Tortora et al. (2012) median is located above the
DMO expectation value, indicating that their data does prefer some
contraction of the host dark matter halo, although not as much as
we predict.
Finally, we note that the galaxy apertures adopted for the
SLUGGS and ATLAS3D results are not consistent with those used
for the TNG DMFs. For galaxy masses of ∼1010.8 M and above,
the TNG galaxy sizes (3D or 2D) are up to a factor of 2.5 larger
than those measured in SLUGGS results (see table 1 of Alabi et al.
2017), even when marginalizing over the 0.1–0.2 dex uncertainties
that are intrinsic to any galaxy stellar-mass estimate. Even more
crucially, the galaxy-size values derived from the ATLAS3D galaxies
that are then used for the ATLAS3D DMFs are, in turn, also a factor of
a few 10 s of per cent lower than those estimated for the most mas-
sive SLUGGS galaxies, at least at Mstars ∼ 1010.11 M and above.
As the mass fraction in dark matter has a very steep radial profile,
especially within the innermost regions of galaxies (see Fig. 2, right
column), it is crucial to evaluate comparisons of DMFs at consistent
apertures. We can quantify the effects of the mismatched apertures
and account for this in our simulated measurements. In this exercise,
we recognize the possibility that the simulated and observed galaxy
structures may be similar but the methods to measure effective radii
may be incompatible, and hence produce inconsistent galaxy-size
labels. In Fig. 12, dotted curves denote the TNG galaxy DMFs eval-
uated within apertures that correspond, not to the values of the TNG
stellar half-mass radii, but to those adopted in the SLUGGS (top
panel) and ATLAS3D (bottom left-hand panel) data. These aperture-
corrected DMFs from the TNG simulated galaxies are generally 15
and 20 per cent lower than those evaluated at larger apertures for
the 5 × rhalf and 1 × rhalf apertures, respectively. This brings the
median of the TNG data to be fully consistent with the median of
the SLUGGS data (top left, 15 of the 32 SLUGGS points lie be-
low the dotted line), but it only mildly reduce the tension with the
ATLAS3D estimates. This residual discrepancy can have three possi-
ble causes. First, if the sizes of TNG galaxies are much larger than
the true sizes of ATLAS3D galaxies, much of the TNG stellar mass
lies at large radii and so the central DMF is still higher than ATLAS3D
expects. Second, TNG predicts too much dark matter contraction
in the innermost regions of galaxies, and thirdly the disagreement
between Cappellari et al. (2013a) and Zhu et al. (2014) on the one
hand and Barnabe` et al. (2011) and Tortora et al. (2012) on the
other may indicate that future analyses of the ATLAS3d galaxies may
return a different answer.
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Alternatively, we can calculate the observational and simulated
galaxy DMFs within fixed apertures to lower the uncertainty due
to the simulated galaxy sizes. We finally plot the DMFs measured
for TNG ellipticals and SLUGGS galaxies in 50, 40, and 30 kpc
apertures in the upper right-hand panel of Fig. 12. The scatter de-
creases in both data sets and the centroids of the distributions agree
much better than within the 5 × rhalf aperture. For the most massive
galaxies, the simulations actually underestimate the DMFs slightly,
but this discrepancy is small in comparison to the case when using
multiples of rhalf .
We conclude that the TNG simulations do a reasonable job of
matching observational findings that assume a Chabrier IMF i.e. an
IMF choice consistent with the one adopted in the simulations, and
that the apparent inconsistency with e.g. the SLUGGS (but not the
ATLAS3D) results can be fully alleviated by measuring the DMFs
within consistent aperture values. Those uncertainties in the IMF
plus the source of scatter are remaining issues to be addressed in
future work. We advocate for future results to be expressed in terms
of DMFs within fixed physical apertures in kpc (e.g. 5, 10, 25, or
even 50 kpc, see Fig. 6, or the whole profiles, see Fig. 2) even if
across a wide range of galaxy masses. This approach would at least
short circuit the additional source of systematic uncertainties that
are associated with the measurements of the galaxy sizes.
5.3 Disc-dominated galaxies across times
Our last observational comparison focuses on disc galaxies across
masses and times: Fig. 13. Observations seem to suggest smaller
DMFs at higher redshifts: for z = 2 discs, Genzel et al. (2017)
obtain average DMFs within 1 effective radius of just 0.15 (dark
grey filled circles). This is lower than disc galaxies in the Lo-
cal Universe of similar masses, although measured at larger aper-
tures: DiskMass galaxies (light grey pentagons) exhibit DMFs in
the range of 0.5−0.9 within 2.2 times the disc scale radius, Rd,
(or approximately 1.6 times the 2D effective radius) (Martinsson
et al. 2013a,b), and at similar redshifts and apertures the SWELLS
galaxies (Barnabe` et al. 2012; Dutton et al. 2013; Courteau & Dut-
ton 2015), which have larger bulge components than the DiskMass
galaxies, seem to favour lower values, fDM ∼ 0.1−0.4 (Courteau &
Dutton 2015) at least in part because their bulge components prefer
a Salpeter IMF to a Chabrier. From a theoretical perspective, we
have already shown in Fig. 8 that the DMF at high galaxy masses
can change considerably with redshift due to the increase in the
sizes of galaxies at fixed stellar mass.
We now apply this result to the specific case of disc-dominated
TNG100 galaxies at z = 2 (violet curves) and at z = 0 (blue curves)
in Fig. 13, by plotting the DFMs within the simulated 3D stellar half-
mass radii.8 We also show the Genzel et al. (2017) data, the Courteau
& Dutton (2015) DMF derivations for z = 0 galaxies, a modified
version of the Courteau & Dutton (2015) SWELLS derivations that
uses the Chabrier IMF, and a set of disc observations by Kranz et al.
(2003) and Fragkoudi et al. (2017) that assume different systematics.
The data are separated into two panels: the left-hand panel explores
some of the systematic uncertainties in the z = 0 observations, and
the right-hand panel shows the difference between z = 0 and z = 2.
8Note that 2.2Rd is slightly larger than one time the 3D stellar half-mass
radii. Given the diversity of DMF values reported by the various observa-
tional data sets, here we simplify the comparison by allowing systematic
discrepancies of ∼10 per cent across studies.
In the left-hand panel of Fig. 13, we look at z = 0 TNG galaxies
and their systematics. At higher velocities/masses, the z = 0 DMF
increases slightly, and in the median is systematically ∼15 per cent
lower than the centre of the Courteau & Dutton (2015) DiskMass
results but considerably larger than the z = 0 SWELLS results.9
We show the importance of the choice of IMF by calculating the
DMFs that the SWELLS galaxies would have if the bulge IMF were
Chabrier rather than Salpeter. We do this by dividing the stellar
mass within rhalf by a Chabrier–Salpeter conversion factor of 100.20,
keeping the total mass within rhalf constant and then adjusting the
dark matter mass accordingly (we assume that the gas contribution is
negligible and that the stellar mass is dominated at this radius by the
Salpeter bulge rather than the Chabrier disc). This correction brings
these galaxies into good agreement with the TNG simulations. We
also show the results for a series of measurements by Kranz et al.
(2003) and Fragkoudi et al. (2017). Their discs show consistently
lower dark matter fractions than the DiskMass galaxies of the same
mass, and Fragkoudi et al. (2017) states that this is due to a different
choice of tracer for measuring the stellar disc mass. Further, virtual
observations will be required to check whether these systematics can
explain both the discrepancy between our results and observations
plus the differences between the observations themselves.
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 13, we compare our z = 0 DMFs to
those measured at z = 2. In TNG, the DMF at fixed circular velocity
is roughly invariant across redshifts in the 100–200 km s−1range,
and as stated above z = 0 galaxies exhibit a small increase in DMF
for circular velocities >200 km s−1. The higher redshift simulated
galaxies instead continue to still lower DMFs in a power-law-like
fashion. This change is much more in keeping with the low DMF
data of Genzel et al. (2017) that are however shifted by ∼0.15 to-
wards lower DMFs than the average TNG galaxies. It is interesting
to note that TNG galaxies in NFW, un-contracted halo counterparts
(dashed violet curve) give a remarkably good agreement with the
z = 2 data but possibly worse agreement with the present-day discs
(e.g. dashed blue curve versus blue pentagons), which are more ex-
tended. In the models, both redshifts return up to a factor of 2 lower
DMFs when the DMO dark matter masses are used. It may therefore
be the case that an excess of contraction in the inner parts of the halo
at high redshifts is also part of the reason for the disagreement. It will
be interesting to see in the coming years how different simulations
exhibit different degrees of halo contraction across galaxy masses
and redshifts, and what processes are most effective at mitigating
the effects thereof. In fact, the separation between the observation-
ally inferred and simulated DMFs is sufficiently small that a more
careful treatment of the simulations to produce virtual observations
including separate treatment of gaseous and stellar tracers and in-
clination effects, may in fact bring good agreement with these z = 2
discs. If the errors on the observations contain a systematic uncer-
tainty, this boost of 10 per cent to the observed DMF will also play
a role in bringing better agreement.
Finally, we have also checked the gradients of our z = 2 circular
velocity curves. We show a sample of 20 z = 2 disc-dominated
galaxies in Fig. 14, which have been selected to have a circular
velocity at rhalf , Vc,DM+b(rhalf ), of around 280 km s−1. We include
panels for the total mass, dark matter, and stellar mass components,
9Part of the discrepancy with the DiskMass galaxies is due to 2.2Rd
being 58 per cent larger than the effective radius. However, since our
M∗ < 1010.5 M galaxies have 3D apertures 46 per cent larger the 2D effec-
tive radii, our apertures are only ∼10 per cent smaller than those of DiskMass
and thus only slightly underestimate the DiskMass dark matter fractions.
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Figure 14. Circular velocity profiles for the total (top row), dark matter
(middle row), and stellar (bottom row) components of a sample of 20 z = 0
and z = 2 TNG100 central disc-dominated galaxies with circular velocity
at rhalf of about 280 km s−1. The z = 0 data are shown in blue and the z = 2
data in purple. The two horizontal lines show the median rhalf of the two
samples. The range of stellar and halo mass in each sample is presented in
the top panel inset.
along with 20 z = 0 disc-dominated galaxies that have the same
approximate 280 km s−1, although such high circular velocity disc
galaxies are rare at z = 0 and so in practice the highest Vc,DM+b(rhalf )
in our sample is ∼320 kpc.
We find that about half of these z = 2 median circular velocity
curves are decreasing in amplitude at the sample’s median half-
stellar mass radius, which is actually not too different to the z = 0
sample in the literal sense of a ‘falling’ circular velocity curve
(top panel). However, the median circular velocity curve is peaked
around the median stellar mass radius, and falls thereafter, whereas
in the z = 0 case the curve at the median stellar mass radius is
instead flat (top panel). This is due to the higher concentration
of the baryonic component at high redshifts, in a way that is not
reproduced at lower redshifts (bottom panel), and is in spite of the
higher concentration of the dark matter component at high redshift
(middle panel). Our results are to first order in tension with the recent
simulation study by Teklu et al. (2018), who find good agreement
with the measured DMFs in Genzel et al. (2017), i.e. smaller than
20 per cent. Their z = 2 galaxies, both disc dominated and bulge
dominated, exhibit circular velocity curves that are somewhat flatter
than ours. However, they also perform virtual observations to obtain
rotation curves, and these fall more steeply with radius (50 per cent
within 10 kpc) than do our circular velocity curves (20 per cent).
They put the difference between their rotation and circular velocity
curves down to kinetic pressure on the tracer gas. It may therefore
be the case that some combination of the matter distribution and gas
dynamics of the tracers is required to match the observations.
We have checked our results by looking at the whole sample
of disc-dominated galaxies and defined whether our curves are
‘peaked’ or ‘falling’ using a similar criterion to that of Genzel
et al. (2017), that the peak value of the velocity curve within
10 kpc, Vmax(< 10 kpc), is significantly higher than its value at
10 kpc Vc(10 kpc) (3D, physical in our case). A galaxy is therefore
considered peaked if Vc(10 kpc)/Vmax(< 10 kpc) < 1. We find that
massive galaxies (VDM+b > 200 km s−1) are almost always peaked
at z = 2, compared to 60 per cent peaked for z = 0. However,
the strength of the peaks, as defined by the ratio of Vc(10 kpc)
to Vmax(< 10 max), is stronger at z = 0, and particularly for less
massive galaxies (VDM+b < 200 km s−1) by about 10 per cent in the
ratio. We therefore predict that future studies of fainter high-redshift
galaxies will yield flatter circular velocity curves than their high-
mass counterparts.
We hence conclude that the TNG simulations predict that high-
redshift, massive galaxies have occasionally falling rotation curves
and lower DMFs within their effective radii than their low-redshift
counterparts, in broad agreement with observations. However, the
precise magnitude of the DMFs is still under heated debate: the TNG
simulations return larger DMFs than those reported by many but
not all observational studies, this possibly being due to an excessive
contraction of the underlying dark matter haloes. However, more
work is required to solve the apparently anomalous and inconsistent
results for DMFs inferred for observed galaxies at low-redshifts,
including our own Galaxy.
6 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
The presence of dark matter in galaxies has become part of the
paradigm of cosmology and galaxy formation, providing a valuable
theoretical framework to understand the phase-space properties of
galaxies of all masses, sizes and morphological types. However, the
precise nature of the relationship between dark matter and galax-
ies, and hence the exact amount of dark matter within the bright
bodies of galaxies, how it interacts with stars and gas, and the re-
sulting radial distributions of all matter components within galaxies
remain open questions. Recent developments in microlensing ob-
servations (Wegg et al. 2016), kinematic tracers (Cappellari et al.
2013a; Wojtak & Mamon 2013; Zhu et al. 2014; Alabi et al. 2017;
Zhu et al. 2018), dynamical models (Thomas et al. 2007; Tortora
et al. 2009; Humphrey & Buote 2010; Toft et al. 2012; Tortora et al.
2012; Beifiori et al. 2014; Tortora et al. 2014, 2016a,b; Oldham &
Auger 2018), and gravitational lensing (Koopmans et al. 2006; Tor-
tora et al. 2010; Barnabe` et al. 2011; Jime´nez-Vicente et al. 2015)
are probing the distribution of matter in galaxies with increasing
precision, but large systematic discrepancies and possibly intrin-
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sic variations still remain across the mass fractions of dark matter
inferred from observations.
In this paper, we have furthered our understanding of this picture
from a theoretical perspective and analyzed the galaxy population
of TNG100 and TNG300, the first two completed simulations of
the IllustrisTNG (hereafter TNG) project. This is a series of cal-
culations that include a comprehensive set of baryonic processes
that are relevant for the formation and evolution of galaxies and
their gaseous and dark matter haloes. The TNG100 and TNG300
cosmological volumes together allow us to model four orders of
magnitude in stellar mass and seven orders of magnitude in halo
mass. Their galaxy populations have been shown to be in reasonable
agreement with a host of observational constraints – of particular
relevance for our analysis, the abundance and mass of galaxies and
their stellar sizes at low redshifts.
We therefore have an excellent data set with which to make
predictions for the matter distribution and dark matter content of
galaxies across multiple galaxy masses and types. In particular, in
this paper we have analysed the DMF within different galaxy aper-
tures and the circular velocity curves of objects at both z = 0 and
around the peak of star formation activity, z ∼ 2, by comparing the
TNG haloes to their DMO counterparts, with the goal of provid-
ing a theoretical benchmark to recent and upcoming observational
analysis.
From the inspection of the galaxy population produced with the
TNG model and many of its variations, we first of all notice that
the effective DMFs within galaxies not only depend on how the
baryonic mass is spatially distributed but also on how baryonic
physics may alter the distribution of dark matter itself in comparison
to DMO expectations. Therefore, for any given numerical model,
the resulting DMFs within a certain galaxy aperture, and their trend
with galaxy stellar mass, depend on the complex combination of
(a) the shape and magnitude of the galaxy SMHM relation; (b)
the shape and magnitude of the galaxy size to galaxy/halo mass
relation; and (c) the degree to which the dark matter distribution is
modified by baryonic processes in comparison to what is expected
for NFW haloes. Specifically, at fixed halo mass, larger galaxy
masses and smaller galaxy sizes imply lower DMFs; dark matter
halo contraction enhances the DMF values. More quantitatively, our
results can be summarized as follows:
(i) The diverse baryonic mass distributions within galaxies trans-
late into diverse dark matter fractions measured within multiples of
the stellar sizes, across galaxy masses, types and also at fixed mass.
Within the 3D stellar half-mass radius at z = 0, the DMF is not a
monotonic function of galaxy mass. The TNG model predicts me-
dian DMFs, fDM(< rhalf), larger than 50 per cent at all galaxy masses,
with a minimum for MW-mass galaxies: fDM(<rhalf) = 0.5 ± 0.1.
This budget increases to 0.7−0.8 within five times the stellar half-
mass radius, and to more than 80 per cent dark matter domination
for dwarf galaxies (M∗ < 109 M, Fig. 6).
(ii) Most of the scatter in the DMF–stellar mass relation results
from the scatter in the sizes of galaxies when computing DMFs
within rhalf , and to a lesser degree from the DMFs within an aperture
of fixed size. Namely, more compact galaxies (the lowest quartile in
rhalf ) at fixed stellar mass have up to 20 per cent lower DMFs than
average-size galaxies, and vice versa for more extended galaxies
(Fig. 7, left). There is a correlation between size and morphologi-
cal type – elliptical galaxies are on average smaller than disc-like
galaxies of the same stellar mass – and therefore elliptical galaxies
also have lower DMFs (Fig. 7, right). We find that this scatter is also
influenced by the properties of the host halo, even at fixed stellar
mass, and that the scatter in the least-massive galaxies is strongly
related to their star formation rate.
(iii) The evolution with time of the dark matter fractions (Fig. 8)
de facto depends on the aperture within which they are measured. In
TNG, the DMF within rhalf increases by up to about 50 per cent from
redshift 2 to redshift 0, at least for massive galaxies (1011 M).
However, this evolution is mainly due to the increase in rhalf itself:
the DMF within a fixed aperture of 5 kpc or for other stellar masses
instead is essentially flat in both models, and actually decreases
slightly towards z = 0 for 1010 M galaxies (Fig. 8). At z ∼ 2, TNG
galaxies for the stellar mass range 109−1011 M are predicted to
have dark matter fractions (<rhalf) in the range of 0.35−0.8 (Fig. 8,
bottom panel).
(iv) Interestingly, the TNG simulations would predict up to a
factor of 2 lower DMFs at all times if they did not also predict
an enhancement of the dark matter mass within the galaxy bodies
in comparison to DMO expectations (Figs 6, 12, and 13), such an
enhancement or dark matter halo contraction being an emergent
feature of our model. In other words, TNG dark matter fractions
are larger than those that would have been expected by placing the
baryonic TNG galaxies inside their DMO halo counterparts, point-
ing towards an overall contraction of the underlying dark matter
haloes (Fig. 5).
(v) Finally, the TNG and the previous Illustris models de facto
predict similar DMFs within the stellar half-mass radius (or a few
kpc in galactocentric distance) as a function of galaxy stellar mass, at
z = 0 (Fig. 6 versus Fig. 9). However, this inter-model consistency
is somewhat coincidental, as at fixed halo mass Illustris galaxies
are more massive and more extended than their TNG counterparts
and in worse agreement with observational constraints than TNG
galaxies. In fact, at least for MW-like galaxies, the two models
make very different predictions in the shape of the circular velocity
curve, with TNG flatter velocity profiles in better agreement with
our Galaxy observations (Fig. 10).
To put our results consistently into the context of recent obser-
vational measurements of the dark matter content of galaxies is not
a straightforward task, as it would require us to carefully select the
simulated galaxies to be contrasted to the observational samples and
to retrace the steps of the observational analyses on virtual or mock
observations of our simulated galaxies. Moreover, even for our own
Galaxy, the DMFs determined from observations may span very
large value ranges (see Table 2), making general statements inap-
propriate. However, in this work we have attempted to juxtapose the
theoretically derived DMFs to those inferred from observations at
face value, at both the current time for MW-like galaxies (Fig. 10)
and elliptical ones (Fig. 12), as well as disc-like galaxies across
times (Fig. 13).
(i) For MW-like galaxies at z = 0, TNG predicts flat total cir-
cular velocity curves beyond a few kpc from the galaxy centre, in
agreement with all observational constraints. However, the decom-
position into baryonic versus dark material is more controversial.
The DMFs predicted by the TNG model are significantly higher
than those allowed by the observational constraints of Bovy & Rix
(2013): we have checked that among the many hundreds of MW-like
galaxies in the TNG100 box, none of them can simultaneously sat-
isfy the Bovy & Rix (2013) total and dark matter inferred profiles.
The tension with the results of Wegg et al. (2016) and Iocco et al.
(2015) (see Fig. 10 and Table 2) is significantly less severe (depend-
ing on aperture), yet these models still prefer dark matter density
slopes that are NFW rather than contracted. Our DMFs fall among
the estimates for generally disc-like galaxies at z = 0 from the two
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DiskMass and SWELLS samples analysed by Courteau & Dutton
(2015) and the Kranz et al. (2003); Fragkoudi et al. (2017) data –
see Fig. 13. In fact, our studies demonstrate that the form of the IMF
is vital to whether any agreement is achieved, with Salpeter IMF-
based DMFs being up to 40 per cent smaller than those obtained by
assuming or preferring a Chabrier IMF. We also note that the total
mass profiles of MW-like galaxies from the original Illustris simu-
lation rise too steeply with radius, and hence, the Illustris prediction
fails to match the observational constraints for any compatible MW
halo mass.
(ii) We have shown that TNG elliptical galaxies exhibit DM frac-
tions measured within 5 × rhalf higher than those inferred for local
elliptical galaxy measurements made in the SLUGGS survey (Alabi
et al. 2017) but are overall in the ball park of those by Wojtak &
Mamon (2013). The intrinsic galaxy-to-galaxy variation in TNG
results (10 per cent, 1σ ) is much smaller than the scatter in the ob-
servations, that reaches about 40 per cent, accounting for both an
intrinsic and a measurement component (Fig. 12, top left). A clear
tension is apparent when comparing TNG results with the very low
DMFs measured within the central regions of the ATLAS3D (Cap-
pellari et al. 2013a) elliptical galaxies, at 1 × rhalf (Fig. 12, bottom
left). Yet, other data analysed with other techniques (and addition-
ally that assume less bottom-heavy IMFs, i.e. an IMF consistent
with the simulations: Chabrier) exhibit reasonably good agreement
(e.g. Barnabe` et al. 2011; Tortora et al. 2012, Fig. 12, bottom right).
The SLUGGS versus TNG inconsistencies are resolved when dark
matter fractions are measured consistently within the same aperture
values, e.g. when adopting fixed apertures (30, 40, 50 kpc) rather
than multiples of rhalf , pointing to a residual tension in the inferred
galaxy sizes. Other possible sources for discrepancy may include
excessive contraction of the halo, the necessity of performing more
careful virtual observations, the modelling of steeper dark matter
profiles in observations, or a combination of all three.
(iii) At high redshifts, TNG disc-like galaxies have average
DMFs larger by a factor of  2 than those inferred by Genzel et al.
(2017): in our model, this seems mostly due to the underlying con-
traction of dark matter haloes in comparison to DMO predictions,
while agreement may be excellent if TNG galaxies were sitting at
the centre of DMO haloes, i.e. if contraction of the halo did not
occur in the TNG framework. However, the TNG simulations pre-
dict that high-redshift, massive galaxies have occasionally falling
circular velocity curves and lower DMFs within their effective radii
than their low-redshift counterparts, in broad agreement with ob-
servational findings.
In conclusion, we have used the TNG100 and TNG300 simu-
lations as effective models for galaxy formation to quantify the
dark matter content and distribution in both local and high red-
shift galaxies. The prescriptions for AGN and star formation wind
feedback succeed in broadly matching the galaxy stellar mass func-
tion at low redshifts, the shape of the (total) circular velocity curve
of MW-like galaxies, and the evolution of the DMF with redshift,
although apparently not the exact amplitude at each redshift. The
TNG simulation model returns larger DMFs than those reported
by some but not all observational studies. Possible tensions with
observations include insufficient scatter in DMFs at z = 0 and also
an excess of dark matter in the very centres of galaxies, if simulated
and observational results can be compared at face value. Much of
the apparent tension between simulations and observations is alle-
viated or completely reduced once a consistent IMF is adopted in
both simulated and observational data and if the dark matter frac-
tions are measured within the same aperture values. We advocate
for future DMFs constraints to be provided within a set of fixed
physical apertures in kpc, even if across wide ranges of masses,
in order to at least short circuit the additional uncertainties associ-
ated to the estimates of the galaxy sizes. We anticipate that future
work, combining observational work, galaxy dynamical modelling
and virtual observations, will help us to learn whether our models
are indeed in good agreement with nature, or that instead the dark
matter density profile has the potential to tell us something about
how feedback unfolds in galaxies.
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